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FOUNDED 1884
11.
[ E. W. FR\KCE, Direciorjf

'Ihe
Undergraduates'

~nnual

JDEDieA GJ'ION

PERCIVAL THEEL
In sincere appreciation for his untiring
effort and .fellowship,
The Students of 1930

respectfully dedicate this

Analysis

T IS with the sincerest feeling of appreciation of the honor which has been
/ bestowed upon me that I take up my pen and attempt to express my thanks
and appreciation of the same.
For one to whom the expression of ideas and thoughts through the written
word has always been a difficult task, and one to be avoided whenever possible,
the necessity of such expression serves only to bring home more forcibly the
thought which follows.
As the ANALYSISis rather a Year Book of the Philadelphia Textile School
than a class book of the graduating class of 1930 any word that might be said
applies to all of the student body.
To the under classmen, might we ask that you look upon those of us who
are on the other side of the lecture table as friends and advisers who are vitally
interested in the future of each one of you, for many reasons, some selfish.
Your success can only reflect credit upon the School directly and us indirectly.
May we ask, therefore of each of you a closer application to the problems before
you, in the hope that you will find an added interest in that subject, which at
present is not so pleasing to your taste; and that you may be fired with an
interest in all of your classes that will go far to help your afterself.
To the graduating class in particular may I extend this commencement
message.
Your first duty in life is toward your afterself. So live that the man you
ought to be, may, in his time, be possible, be actual. Far away in the years to
come he is waiting his turn. His body, his brain, his soul, are in your hands.
He cannot help himself. What will you bring to him' Will it be a brain
unspoiled by lust or dissipation; a mind trained to think and act; a nervous
system true as a dial in its response to the truth about you? Will you let him
come as a man among men in his time? Or will you throw away his inheritance
before he has had the chance to touch it? Will you turn over to him a brain
distorted, a mind diseased, a will untrained to action, a spinal cord grown
through and through with the "devil grass," wild oats? Will you let him come
and take your place, gaining through your experience, happy in your friendships, hallowed through your joys, building on them his own? Or will you
fling it all away, decreeing, wanton-like, that the man you might have been
shall never be? This is your problem in life--the problem which is vastly more
to you than all others. How will you meet it, as a man or as a fool? It comes
before you today and every day, and the hour of your choice is the crisis in
your destiny!
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this book is published it will consummate long
WHEN
hours of labor and many entreaties and pleadings to
the school at large for material. The result was that we
However, with our
were not overpowered by material.
composite fertile brain and desire to do a good job, we took
the offerings, wrote more and now, lay down the evidence
of our work.
Our aim in sending forth this book has been to so construct it that it may become the treasured possession of
every graduate and student. How well this aim has materialized will be proved by the individual estimation of it.
However, if we have stirred the memory of our graduates, awakened the spirit in the student body and created
the desire on the part of others to come to Textile, then we
feel that we have accomplished our task.
THE

BOARD

OF EDITORS.
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FRA CE

r:J-'ILE first friend

thal we met on coming to Textile was
this good sport and excellent teacher. He will also be
our last teacher and friend throughout.
Many was the
Lime thaL we were called on the carpet expecting to be "kicked
out" and only received a little lecture and a whole lot of common sense.
:Many of our sample books have heen enriched with very
useful data and material gained in :Mr. .France's lecture periods.
Not only is ''E. Willy" respected as a Director and friend in
the school but is the recognized head and authority of all
phases of Textiles in the Bu iness World.
1

BRADLEY C. ALGEO

ERE is one of the few Profs at Textile that we all
The
have the privilege of meeting in the classroom.
"C & D" consider themselves unlucky in not having
taken the Regular (social) Course.
:Mr. Algeo's lectures are always very interesting due to his
keen sense of humor that is appealing even to the most serious
fellows. Attendance and punctuality are the only things that
"B. C." will not joke about.
Mr. Algeo is an able teacher, true friend and a recognized
authority in the business world. We are very grateful for the
teaching that he gave us in our three years at Textile.

H

FRBJIDBEieK
May 31, 1856

JBNNIN&~
November 20, 1929

Manufacturer, Instructor

c.J

;fR.

JENNINGS, who taught raw materials for
worsted, was a man in whorn we could
place great confidence. Coming from England
in 1873, he went into the employ of the Piqua Mills as a
wool spinner; and then in 1883 changed to a wool sorter
for the John Williams Mfg. Co.
In 1894, Mr. Jennings became associated with the
Philadelphia Textile School as instructor in raw materials
of the woolen and worsted industry, remaining here until
1913, when he was called by the Canadian Government.
In H)24, Mr Jennings returned to the school to continue
his teachings and building of the department.
The student body, which he trained, always held him in
highest esteem because of his ability and friendship.
The Philadelphia Textile School has lost a very valuable
man, and his place will be very hard to fill. He will always
be remembered as a friend by the students and by fellow
instructors.

f!} J'
.J wool and

FREDERICK JENNINGS

r

!

RICHARD S. COX
G"],,fll. COX has a difficult course to teach but his
V _L system of explanation and reasoning makes
it seem easier and more pleasing. .\ny trouble of the
student both in the school and out is also a real trouble
to :\Jr. Cox.
He takes a lively interest in all student affairs and
is one of our staunchest backers in all athletic encounters and social acti,-ities.
The uccess of the ANALYSIS is due in a very large
part lo ?IJr. Cox's good suggestions and busines
ability.
"\Yethe students of the sc-hool "brand" ;\Jr. Cox as a

r

friend and a "good scout".

ELUER C. BERTOLET
(;r-'o TRY to tell all or even a minor part of what
•·Bert·· has done for us at Textile is a real task.
1
He is continually working and pushing to boost Textile.
The success of many of our alumni may be traced
directly to his fresh air lectures and ability to make a
student "mad enough to study"'.
The success of om athletic teams is directly due to
his spiritual and financial assistance and many "·ere
the basketball encounters won for the honor of the
"black derby".
"\Ye all remember him as a good friend and a hard
enthusiastic worker, always ready to help a fellow out
and to offer good. sound ad,·ice to anyone who might
need it.

JOHN LOCKWOOD

O

l'R deepest admirntion to Mr. Lockwood for
his great faith in trying lo make the mule a
simple machine. There must be a devine simplicity,
for hard as we try it always eludes our capture. TT011·ever, it is with regrets and deepest affection that we
leave the place where so many of our fruitful hours
were spent and one whose s~·mpalhy nnd guidance wns
a constant guide post to the right road.

JOH

IA.AB

<.]\(,\.\R"S

Cotton :Mill is still running and declaring large dividends each year.
This
mill is run on the profit sharing system with the students as the "laborers·· and "Johnny., as the "head.,.
".Johnny" is one of the many who believe that for
good work you must haYe good attendance and for
better work ~-ou must have better attendance.
l\Jr. Xaab helieYes that he is checker and chess
champion of the Club but this is being Yiolenlly
disputed by l\1r. (;iese, Williamson, and Harpole.
".Johnny .. is a true and loyal instructor and a
good friend. "·e will all mis· your hearty laugh and
sound nd vice.

~ \.,

0

WILLIAM PFEIFFER

P

OWER weaving automatically suggests to us,
:i\lr. Pfeiffer. This man has made our stay at
Textile a pleasure, and entirely too short. llis eYerready helping hand and active mind changed our prohlems to joys a we saw our work rolling success[ully
along. Many of us use the word P[eiffer as a synonym
for "friendship".
l\lr. Pfeiffer, may we as graduates pay a tribute to
you as a real friend and helper.

WlLLIAM A. foLAI
TIS an old saying that "You must learn to crawl
before you can walk.,; and the responsibility falls
/
on ::\fr. Mac's shoulders to teach the boys to crawl,
as far as weaving is concerned.
Jf you should see some or the boys the first time they
try to make a hand lease and put it on the wall frame,
you might be inclined lo think some would never learn
to crawl, but l\fr. l\Jac is patient and with a few words
or encouragement, the boys discover to their amazement that they aclually are getting along.
The progress the boys make is a strong testimonial
to l\Ir. Mac's ability to leach them lo crawl.

HOWARD WALTER
Ct];fR.

WALTER teaches all the three-year men
Textile and we all join in saying that he
knows his "stuff" and can "put it over".
Many are the consultations that are held in his
office trying to catch an illusi\'e decimal point or prove
that a certain result is not arrived at by "graphite
cellulose". His methods in the Lab of catching the
right precipitate that was occurring at the wrong
time have long been a wonder and a joy to all of us.
We shall remember Mr. Walter for his vast learning
and readiness to lend a helping hand when we were
ready to start an analysis all over.

d r.L at

PERCIVAL THEEL

P

ROF" is one of the instructors who greatly
appalled us in his class rooms with his diction
and vast learnings in the Chemical World.
The
hardest position in the school is in the Chem Lab when
there are forty or so chemists in the making, asking
questions of all sorts. This is just one of "Prof's"
jobs about the school, and how he performs that one.
His always ready answer is surprising.
His only
weakness is "The ·whippet".
In years to come,-" Prof's" many acts of kindness
and good fellowship recalled to us, will bring pleasant
thoughts of this man of men.

JOSEPH GOODA.VA.GE

J

OE .., since his recent days at Philadelphia
School of Textile Engineering has become a
'"Boss Dyer·• .. \lways ready to pitch in and give
colorful pointers on how to match a sample or reclaim
a lot that "·e thought would make a very nice black felt
hat, ".Joe., is a true "Big Brother".
Fan>ritc sayings around the Dyehouse are, "A
drop of red or perhaps blue", ''Don't treat that wool
like a hunch of cotton", "That Perrnutit system is
wrong'" Hnd "The .\'s arc a good team".
\\'ell,·· ,Joe·•, we hand it to you, the work gets out and
we like it.

GEORGE BYLER

"J'\
( O\Y here's

the man we've all met and know
him for another of those real friend about
school. Yes, it is true that his punishment for·· Frat··
initiations are known far and wide, and that his
"unknowns., are full of mystery and often disastrous
lo some of us, hut as a man, he is a real fellow-always
there when help is needed, ready to aid us in our trials
and tribulations.
\Ye, the seniors, join in thanking "Georgie" for his
efforts on our part and wish success in all of his endea,·ors.

e/ ~

FRANK GEISE
c.,?l;(R.ALGEO'S

great helper is }Ir. Geise. and a
great helper, too. To our mind Mr. Geise
missed his profession when he picked on Textiles, fo,·
any man who can sell people the articles he can and not
smile while doing it, should be selling bathing suits to
Eskimos, or hunting wild tigers in .\frica, but with it
all we put an 0. K. on you Mr. Geise. \\'e're glad we
met you and will always hold ,rour friendship to us in

~r.L

highest esteem.

ERC1: L KAISER
Ercal Kaiser, who might be
:-.:TRODCCI\'G
called l\Ir. Cox's right-hand man. \\'hen we
hear that well-known voice say "add just a little
more red", we can tell without even looking, that it is
the ,John Gilbert of the faculty. ]low Ziegfield eYer
o,·erlooked him is something that is past om vast
accumulation of knowledge.
;\Ir. Kaiser, "·e realize that when we say good-b~·e
to ,\'OU, we lea Ye an earnest and true friend behind us.

I

WJLLIAM B. WILLIAMSON

J

CST a glance at this photograph will tell you the
pleasant disposition possessed by "Hill".
As
a teacher he is alll'ays ready to help a student and can
be counted on as a friend when in need.
At noon, you can find him in the club where he is one
of the principals in the famous Harpole and Williamson fued. It has been difficult to decide who holds
the advantage, we think that we will have to give
the championship to "Bill'' because of his size.
"·e regret having to leave you but we will carry
away pleasant memories of your association with us.

JOHN W. FRANCE
G]

;fR.

FRANCE is, and has been, affectionately
called "Dad" by the student body for years,
and his great personality is one of the reasons why the
Hand "·eaving class is so popular with the freshmen
classes.
"Dad" is always on hand to welcome "his boys"
to class, with a cheerful greeting and then to expertly
aid them when the pesky warp ends get so tangled
in knots that it ordinarily would take the well-known
six Phi la. lawyers to untangle them. "Dad's" timely
aid has saved many a young man's good disposition
by a demonstration of how it should be done.
Yes sir!! to know "Dad'' Prance is to like him.

~

r.L

RALPH DUNKELBERGER
~(

OW here's the man that is the real artist
all of the freshmen. All of their fine
work and improvement in art is due to ever-watchful
and close supervision. Here again the C and D's lose
out by not meeting a character so fine as this, all of
which can be summed up in a few words, "a real,
true friend to all of us."

~

X..behind

ALLEN MARQUART
AL"

IS another member of our faculty. He is
one who aids us and tells us of the fine
points of the ·wool and Worsted Industry.
His helping hand and willing ways keep many of his students
from errors. Many times "Al" has been known to go
out of his way to help a student.
"Al" you've been a real friend to us and we thank
you. May all of your endeavors be successful and
prosperous.

<!../':1.
the

ROBERT J. RILEY
synonym for quiet efficiencc, patience
~ILEY"-a
and kindness. )fr. Riley gives the true impression that what he does not know about a loom and its
operation is not worth learning. It is not by loquathe
ciousness that this impression is made-rather
Ile
words.
few
and
action
of
man
a
i~
Ile
reverse.
clarifies muddled points to the puzzled student by
showing the latter actual results.
Though generally uncommunicative, and as is usual
in such cases, when ?\Jr. Riley does speak, one soon
discovers that his words are entitled to attention.
Like his fellow-instructors, he is ever ready with a

.I...\,

helping hand.

ERVIN WILMER

W

ILMER is the man who terrifies freshmen
and greets the new-comer with a glint in his
eye that is at first confusing to the novice but which
he soon learns is but the sparkling of ready humor
forcing itself through the serious mien of its possessor .
.\!ways good natured and with the patience of Joh
toward the students. His ready smile and willingness
to aid, especially one who thinks he is in trouble, makes
him seem Jess the instructor, but more the advanced
school-mate, and we never hesitate to rush to him for
ach·ice, suggestions and, often, a helping hand.

.I

8BNIOR

OFFieBF.8

eLA88
President

STIFEL

FLAccus

,vJLI.IAM

Vice-President
HERBERT

C.

EVERTS

Secretary
GEORGE

T.

DowNs

Treasurer

X ELSON K.

FITE

Historian
FRED
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LEWIS

Athletic Director
FREDERICK
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KNECHT
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in sunny weather from various parts of Lhe world,
Fall River, we arrived in the City of Brotherly Love. Having passed the sixth grade arithmetic examination, we wandered the wellbeaten path between Mr. ,vilson's, France·s and Giese's offices, where we
were relieved of (our) war savings stamps and hard-earned summer money.
·we were then herded into that large middle room where "E. vV." gave one of
his hort speeche on the "Traditions of Philly Tech."

AFTER traveling

<!./1..including

Mr .. \.lgeo introduced us all by saying" hake hands with the fellow next
"' e were then excused for
to you. You are now partners for the year".
the day lo become helter acquainted with our partners and catch up on lost
sleep.
On Wednesday, Mr. Algeo and Giese proceeded to enlighten us in the
structure of the plain weaves and with their aid, we managed to make the
round dol fit the square. Finding a couple of little dots in the wrong place is
always a very good excuse for :Mr. Giese Lo lry and collect anolher nickel
for ome of those cigars for Lhe lunch period.

Going into the next class of color harmony we find that we are going to
learn to bake. Mr. Kaiser shows us that a red is not always a red in the
same manner that a white shirt is not always white hut may turn grey or
black on ageing.
Mr. Naab the next day looked over the class and predicted a very good
year for his cotton mill. He was oon convinced that the class was not so
bright when Jarmak broke his watch trying a little imitation act. We
learned here that a train of gear does not run like the Erie but has to be
coordinated.
Mr. Byler would make a good doctor if he could stand the sight of a
pretty nurse. Chemistry would then be very interesting. Due to cuts, burns
and gasings the year was almost practically wa ted except for some little
conferences on fraternity initiations.
Somehow or other mo t of us managed to pa s our final examinations by
saying that we would be good if permitted to continue the second year.

r.T'HE second year started with everybody in the best of humor due to
-.1_ making a little money during the summer and the prospects of seeing the
girl friends again. After telling each other the part we had each played in
breaking the market slump, we came to the conclusion that the trade would
continue slow until we finally graduated.
Mr. Algeo's lectures on heavy cloth came in very useful because we were
subjected to some very severe punishment in the Polar Classes with Mr.
Bertolet. What do the Eskimos eat and wear to keep warm? We decided
that we would rather be bears and hibernate during the winter, but this did
not phase Mr. Bertolet in the least a he continued with telling us how ignorant of dyeing we were. There seems to be a slight difference between a paint
and a dye.
Mr. France lectured us on finishing, but the C & D fellows say that Mr.
Goodavage is better in some operations especially "crabbing".
It wa in this
class that the Llama Club originated in order to have something to talk and
think about. Knecht, Fite, Aboff and Lewis finally thought up some manner
in which to enrich their sample books at the expense of Andrews.
Here we meet Mr. Pfeiffer with his chief bouncer Wilmer. You may
read about some waiter joining grand opera, it seems that the grand opera
spies are never in the drawing rooms.

Dyeing with Prof. "Joe" is not o bad when we are able to manage to
slip over to the Art School for a smoke. The only trouble here is that "Joe"
is siLuate<l down low and can usually manage to hear the door close and comes
running ouL to hand us a yellow slip.
Mr. Lockwood's "cuard" was set in motion by our able hands and it was
our class that had the honor of reclothing it for the first time in thirty years.
Many names were autographed on the cylinder so that our children's children
might look back and say "My old man clothed mules and I am trying to
·wonder what some people would say if our suits
follow in his footsteps."
years.
thirty
lasted

AT LAST we are seniors and it will be only a short time before the Textile

U1..

Industry is again on its feet.

vYe are pretty well advanced in our studies as now the topics in the drawing
in room conver ation are concerning Theology, Physiology and the Einstein
Theory.
Mr. Cox had almost succeeded in teaching us to ride the bicycle and
now he changes and gives us a piece of cloth and want to know the name,
address and telephone number of the little lamb.
Mr. ,\'alters gives us a course in arithmetic so that we will beableto work
out chemistry on paper instead of going through a long procedure with
beakers and burettes.
,vith the year drawing to a close we are all sorry to leave and are starting
to realize how little we know when Mr. France give us some of hi lectures.
There is not as much sleeping and some of our bad habits are broken and we
have learned newer and better ones.
Athletically, the class has been well represented and there is plenty of
sporting blood in the class as may be seen by the quick response for the football team and baseball. Socially-why any time that you are in Philly just
see one of us and get some telephone numbers. They might suit you although
:Mr. Berlolet and Kaiser swear that some of u must be color blind.
,vith a sense of pride we look back on the record of our school years and
we look forward to the future with a feeling of confidence and a promise of
grealer things, due to the fine teaching some of which we even now appreciate.
FRED LEWIS.

Xew l'ork Te:ctile lligh.
Baseball, '98
A. A., 'JO.
ANALYSIS

BOARD,

'JO.

Sigma Phi Tau.

"Daz·r"

DAVID ABOFF
1176 E. 87th St.
Brooklyn, X. Y.

mo\YN

from the hick town of Brooklyn came "Dave," to master the manly art of Fabric
.lJ
Analysis. His charming smile and hearty laughter gave no room for dull moments with
his classmates and you could always· count on him for some new novel amusement. "Dave·• was
one of the Charter members of the Llama Cluh, whose clever antics will linger long in our memories-although full of fun, "13offy" was an earnest worker and his scholastic achievements will
show this.
"D,we" ,ms one of lhe urgent supporters or all of the school's activities, both socially and in
athletics.
\Ye feel sure that with the qualilies of sincere good fellowship and aggressiveness which Dave
has-he is bound from Textile on a successful road.

Episcopal Academy.

Phi Psi

"Ancly"

THOMAS H. ANDREWS
Rose Tree Farm
Media, Pa.

ANDY

came from the Viscose Co. Laboratories with a head start on the rest of the fellows
was very hard to overcome.
The powerful organization of the Llama Club was due to the thoughtfulness and benevolence of
om" Andy." In the second year at School" Andy" with his smiling rosy cheeks, black derby and
raccoon coat was a very well-known figure about the school.
His willingness to help others, his tireless cooperation and ability have endeared him to the
hearts of many.
It is with best wishes for a quick success in his chosen field that we, the class of '30 send
"Andy" on his way.

U"J..that

".I/''

ALBIN A. BSCHORR
11.52Boston Rd.
Kew York, X. Y.

HE:\' ",\l '' first arri,·ed he was Yery shy and bashfol but now he can argue with more
motions than Lockwood's mule.
the Academy
We all ha Ye a hobby of some kind and" Al's" is to ha Ye a menial part in the opera at
opera, we
some
of
finale
grand
the
watching
tense,
of :\lusic. l\Jany times while we were sitting
and
armor
knights
a
with
stage
the
across
daunt
gracefully
''
.\l
seeing"
by
were rudely disturbed
looked at
spear in hand. We have also had a very fine impression or how a medieval street cleaner

W

work.
ideals
".\l" is a very quiet fellow and conscientious. \Ye are sure that his determination, high
man.
great
a
of
making
lhe
of
foundation
the
be
will
sociability
and

IJ11ckne/lCollege.
. I. . I., 'Q9.

"Bill"

WILLL\.M DEYITT, .TR.
l\Iillon, l'a.

came down to u~ after studying medicine at Bucknell, hut decided that picking out
weaves and analyzing cl0th was more interesting th:t'.1 picking o'.lt g~nn5 and analyzing
bodies. \Ye are sure glad to have you, "Bill" and you are a typical graduate of the school.
In :i\Jathematics and Jacquard Design he is always one of the first to ha,·e the right an5wer
and in designing well-you have to see some of his ma5terpieces to appre~iate them.
"Bill" is a devotee of the second table an I ha~ woa the pool clrnmi}ioa,hip. He always has
been among the last to be put out.
"Bill"' is a very good mixer, a hard and efficient w irker at all times and we hope anJ are
nlrnnst sure that you will meet with success.

~ILL•·

fl

John Tlopkins.
Delta Kappa Phi.

"George"

GEORGE DOvYNS
4708 X Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

c;D

ESIDES hailing from John Hopkins and Philadelphia, there is little that we can hold
fl
against George except his willingness lo lend a hand when things become too no, mal
around the chem lab.
His unassuming manner and interest which he feels i11all his classmates have made him well
i'ked hy the ~ludents and faculty. The knowledge lhnt he gained before coming to Textile has
helped him greatly, especially i11the worsted room where he is always the first one finished.
George is a good scout, quiet, dignified and consen·alive. lf success demands that her companions be ambitious. experienced and sincere. Ceorge Downs will be one of the first to meet her

Germantown High School.
Treasurer, '28, '30.
Phi Psi.

"Nels"

NELSON K. FITE
6207 Fairhill St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

<.j\ (ELS"

is one of the native boys, having been born and raised in the City of Brotherly Love.
Germantown High gave this young man his diploma all the gids were heartbroken but "Nels" had other worlds to conquer.
When his name was first mentioned it took many of the "Profs" back several years when Mr.
Fite came to master the art of textile building.
Although "Nels" was one of us during the school hours, the rest of his time was spent on the
other side of the building. We never heard of them becoming sick of him so we guess that be was
a success over there also.
Nelson's chief study hall was the Broad St. Subway. His wool and worsted was mastered in
this fifteen minute ride. In the operation of Lockwood's Mule, "Nels" had no superior. He could
tell you exactly how 1 per cent dropped off 191 thus putting the drawing in motion to work.
vVe are all sure that "Nels" will make a name for himself in his chosen field of endeavor as
bis ability will make the journey easy.

~

'l. When

Culver Culle{Jt.

Jlrs. Thomas Roberts Prize, ·gs_
.l[rs. llenry Groves Prize, 'fJ!i.

"flug!t"

HUGHS.

HARPOLE

1st Lieut. Q.1LC. l:.S. Army
Pittsfield, 111.

Y

OU are now gazing upon another one of 1.'ncle Sam's future textile experts. rncle Sam
certainly is a good judge of character for the men that he picks to get an eye and earful of
how textiles are made, do not disappoint him.
The "sargent" is always first in the calculation of a draft gear and his many short cuts in
Fabric Analysis have often astonished his superiors as well as hi, fellow classmates.
"Hugh" has only one indoor sport and that is checkers. E,·ery noon you are sure to see
Harpole and Naab or ".illiamson trying to decide who is checker champ of the school. The
championship is still in doubt.
Sen·ice in the Army has given Harpole a very decided advantage in the "taming of the
mule". We always thought that a mule had only one master, but Harpole is able to get as much,
with less work, out of this terrible beast as Mr. Lockwood himself.
Harpole is a very quiet fellow but he has a determination that is sure to dominate and we all
in saying that he will he a success to the Army.
certain
feel

S,ualt Tylrr Wi.,ta P'!ze
William II. Jfargerison Friz •
l'lti Psi.
Crowfoot, 'JO.

"Fritz''

FREDERICK II. HEINRICII
520 Burk St.

Jersey Shore, Pa.

ERE is one of the quiet gentlemen from Central Pennsylvania but do not let hi modesty
lead you to an erroneous conclusion as lo his true ability. He does not say much but
from his work in Jacquard and other kindred subjects it is very evident that he is a keen student
which may be more clearly seen from a perusal of his final standings.
"Fritz" is a man well-worth knowing, he is the true friend, always ready and willing to go the
limit to aid one less fortunate or gifted than himself We will always remember" Fritz," the old
reliable, with work up-to-date and an ample supply of cla.•s room materials with which he was

H

very generous in permitting general use.
His ability, perserverance and reliability combined with a whole-hearted enthusiasm for all
branches of textiles are characteristic which not only deserve success but will command it.

'1'11Jls
Jf edical College.

HENRY J.\.CK HILLMAN
Fall River, :Mass.

F

ROM far off Fall River, a pleasant appearing student rode into Philadelphia, having as his
object the pmsuit of Textiles and for no apparent reason except to aid the depressed and
discouraged industry. Ever since. by means of hard work and undaunted courage, Jack has
valiantly strived to maintain his high scholastic standing.
Kot only in studies has .Jack made himself a success for with his quite and pleasant personality, he has earned his place in our respect and esteem. .\s a musician, we will always remember his work with the 'cello at all the Crowfoot banquets.
,Yithout a doubt the branch of industry that receives "Jack" will be sure to prosper as he
knows his "Textiles".
"·e feel sure that with his energetic ambition he will reach the top of the
profession. You have our best wishes for success.

U. of P.
Class llistorian, '129.
Delta Phi Psi.

"TValt"

WALTER W. HUMECKY
4308 Horrncks St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

W

ALT is one of the home town boys, but do not let this influence your opinion of him. He
is a very good sport and an excellent scholar.
In athletics, "Walt" majored in pool and track. In the early spring he would be the fir~t to
report for practice on \Vanamakers' roof and kept training rules very diligently.
After two years of studying electrical engineering at the U. of P., "Walt" decided that he
was more fitted for Textile work and so he prnceeded to make good.
As the years slowly elapsed, "\\'alt" concurred the fundamentals of the theoretical end and
we are sure that he will pick up the practical end very fast and become a man that is well-worth
having in any mill.

. i 11.w,,iallirth , c/wol.

. ldvertisill/J Manager n.f
.\N.\LYSIS.

Virc-Preside1Lt Ta·tile C/11/,.

Sigma Phi Tau.
Crow.foot, '30.

"Jaclc"

JACOB JARMAK
20 J udrnn Place
.\nsonia, Conn.

(.'T"'J-IREE years ago there came to the Philadelphia Textile School a serious-minded chap,
--_i intent upon making his scholastic career at school a successful one. Ilis ambition and
al ilit~• to dodge snarls that might keep him from his work soon brought him to his goal.
At first we thought that" Jack·• was going to be a'· grind", but this idea was soon banished
when we saw him at the Interfraternity Dance trying to be the life of the party. If any of the boys
were troubled with studies of any sort, they would look up" Jack", who with practical experience
and knowledge gained at school, would dispell their difficulties and send them happily on their

way.
The success of this hook will be only due to the hard and untiring work of "Jack" as the
Advertising Manager.
"Jack" we are sure that, if you continue the fast pace that you have set in the three years at
school, you will be one of the good examples sent out by the school.

Passaic lligh .School.
Delta Phi Psi Prize, '28.
Delta A'appa Phi Prize, '28.
A. A., '£8, 'JO.
Basc 1)(i//, '28.

Tennis Manager, 'JO.
AN.\LYSIS

BOARD,

'29, ':JO.

Cro11if'oot,'uO,
Phi Psi.

"Fritz"

FREDERICK L. Kl~ECHT
97 Aycrigg Ave.
Passaic, N. J.

RITZ" hails from Passaic,?\. J., of which :\Tew York is a suburb so he claims. A statement coming from l<'ritz is usually right, so we ll'ill not dispute this.
The gentleman of whom we are speaking came to us four years ago but was forced to quit the
first year clue to ill health. "Fritz" is one of the best "drawing-in room., singers in the history
of the school.
·when "Fritz" is serious he manages to amass high marks and several prizes. Many of us
envy his ability to master calculations and difficult problems.
"Fritz" is very active in sports and social life, trying out for track and making the baseball

F

teams as well as managing the tennis team.
VI'e are sure that "Fritz" will attain the success that he deserves.

Shelton lligh School.
Treasurer, 'JO.
Track, '28, '2!), '.JO (Capt.).
Basketball, '28, '29, 'JO.
Croi,foot, 'JO.
. I. A., '.JO.
Della Phi Psi.

"Fred"

FRED BONAR LEWIS
32 Ilill St.
Shelton, Conn.

(.T"'I-IIS young man who three years ago was merely another lad from the wilds of Conn. has
become one of the pillars of the class. Ilis activities are many and varied.
In his scholastic work he is brilliant and able to turn out a prodigious amount of purposeful
energy. ~c>t the least of his accomplishments is the honor of being the President of the Llama
Club. This position he holds because of his readiness to acquire samples of textile science.
Athletically, Fred is one of the shining lights. As a member of the track team he has helped
acquire two championships.
For the last three years the basketl:all team would not be complete without l~red as star guard.
Fred's great amount of energy, willingness and ability to grasp things easily assures him of a
successful business career.

-.J.

Gcrnwntown T/igh School

"Bill"

WILLIAM JOII:\1"
LOTZ
Jl7 67th .\venue
Philadelphia, Pa.

c;D

ILL is another of our hoys from the "City of Brotherly Lcwe," and a good specimen too,
lle entered our fold with a rather optimistic view point. As we understand, he had already
cnrollccl in another institution in the city before finally deciding on Textile, but clue to some
unknown reason he became optimistic about the reports of the Textile Business being so bad and
suddenly exclaimed, "I shall go to Textile .• , And here he is.
"Bill" is a very ambitious fellow, always on the go. During the summer vacation we are told
he will do anything from driving a pork packers truck to inspecting Radio Batteries. Of course,
this is not in the line of Textiles, but it is better than not doing anything at all.
\Yell "Bill" when you depart from us we wish you best of luck in the business world. \\'e
shall know when we see a big sign some day reading, "\Y. J. Lotz and Sons" \Yorsted and Wool
Yarns, that it wa his cheery smile and his hearty "Good .\.fternoon, l\l r. Lockwood" that put him
in the pince he occupies.

fl

New J"ur!.·('11i,,.
lJasl.-ctba/1,'.JO.

"Lou"

LOUIS SEMEL
52 Bartlett St.
Brooklyn, X. Y.

U

POX graduating rrom the Xew York University, "Lou" realized that his knowledge of

textiles was still shrouded in a dark cloud of mystery, so he boarded the train for the school
of schools, Textile.
One might think that" Lou·• is not socially inclined but this was proven untrue when some of
the instructors caught him walking up Broad St. with two little maidens banging onto his arm.
Boxing and basketball are also vices of this good looking boy. Pame and a gold watch were in his
grasp at the Arena hut being tired he took a nap and not haYing the pull of Dempsey, the~· stopped
I he count at ten.
\\"ould you believe that behind this race there is a keen sense or humor' His personality and
ambition are valuable assets that we are sure will carry him a long wa.,· on the road of success.

J•,'a.1/onlliyh 8c/w, /.

/Jasketua/1, '28, '2il (('apl.).
('ro11fool, '.29, Prt,s. ',10.
11. .I., '.J:1,'JO.

Class Vire-Presi /enl, 'JS.
Phi Psi.

"George.,

GEORGE POWELL SHIRER
90 I l\TcCarlney St.
Easton, Pa.

J<'0:'\E were to wander about this world, roaming carefree from one land to another, one could
/ find no better companion than "George," a happy-go-lucky, quiet, well-mannered ehap;
taking the good and bad breaks a, the~· come, ne\'er complaining and ahrnys ready to lend aid lo a
less fortunate classmate.
\\'e know \'ery little or "George's" acti,·ities before he came to us from Easton, but since he
has joined us at Textile, his "Profs" have found him always dependable, ever-willing and always
ready to work: setting aside personal pleasures when work was to be done. llis fellow students

admired his courage on the athletic field.
George is a credit to our Class of '30, and we are confident he will be a credit to the Textile
\Yorld. :Much is expected of him. He has made a wonderful reputation and has all the qualities
necessary to uphold it. There is a challenge to be met, "George·• WC' know that you will meet it
and make good. \\'ith every sine-ere wish fo,· ~-our success in life-may happiness be yours.

Penn ('harler.
Delta Phi Psi.

I

"llarry"

HARRY F. SMITH
14G Fernbrook Ave.
\Yyncote, Pa.

S

TJLL water runs deep," truly quoted, truly characteristic of Harry. One cannot fathom
the depth of this fellow's charming, quaint personality and determined ability.
With the beginning of fall 1927, Harry with grim determination in one fist, and perseverance
in the other, battered, struggled and mastered hi~ various subjects until now he stands with
Dame Yictory smiling on him, waiting to crown him with the wreath of victory.
However, all of Harry"s energy did not go into Fchool work but was equally divided with the
just named pastime and the playing of checkers. If one should drop into the checker and chess
club during noon hour, he might be fortunate in watching one of the death struggles between
Harry and Lotz. Harry took as much pride in scalping Lotz as he did in mastering chemistry.
"'ith the school year rapidly coming to a close, we are sure that if Harry uses his traits in th<'
Textile World as he has done here at school, he will come home a winner.
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ROM the various parts of the continent, the gang coagulated and were
precipitated in Room 110. After passing the preliminary school tradition (Arithmetic test) we wandered about the school and then went out to
dodge the rain drop~ and look for a place of habitation.
Prof. Byler took us in hand the following Wednesday and introduced us to
the realm of beakers, wash bottles and breakage fees. After trying several
hours to get the knack of bending glass and getting eleven burnt fingers, we
succeeded in making one good wash bottle between the nine of us. This wash
bottle became the sole means of warfare, protection, conquest, sociability and
finally friend hip.
English and Chemistry were then taught to us by Prof. Theel. After
some quibbling and procrastination the work of making impossible compounds
was assigned to us. l\1uch to Prof's surprise and embarrassment the compounds were made. In this class many noteworthy corporations were formed.
Bill and Mac "tin makers", Ham, Tony and Chi-Chester "Chromium and
Phosphorus experts," ,vop and Fearles "Iron specialists," Herbie and
Georgie "Halogen distributors."
Being metal experts, Prof decided to expose
us to a metallurgy course.
Mr. Bertolet then gave us a cour e in "Polar Explorations".
Here we
found how to capture the elusive dye molecule. Herbie trained a few so well
that they would eat from his hands, they would jump at Georgie's whistle.
Mr. Goodavage tried then to train our color eye to tell the difference
between a blonde and a brunette.
By this time we were so exhausted that we were given a vacation in
Sleepy Hollow with Mr. Walter , in a course known to the outside world as
Textile Fibers. During spare moments of the day we were entertained by
Vic Orlandi and Fearless MacCluggage doing harmony accompanied by
Tony on the hot air end while Bill, Mac and Ham used the wash bottle and
Ed tried to blow Fifteenth street into Broad Street.

1_929
r.T"'HEoriginal nine fellows arrived in the club room in the middle of Septem-

-.J..her and after general greetings were over, started to relate the experiences gained during the summer. Some had worked in dyehouses, others dye
labs, or the taxi business. One of the fellows tried to have a song written
about him by working on the Delaware and Lackawana R. R., while one
rested trying to store up enough energy to carry him through the school year
without going to_bed.

Quantitative analysis with Mr. Walters ·was our main study this year.
Graphite Cellulose is one of the main essentials for the doing of perfect work.
Who can forget Vic's llO per cent yield? This was a very expensive course.
After running analysis on nickels and dimes and then repeating several times
to get the right result several of us were broke.
Prof. Theel again had a very enjoyable time trying to stick all of us with
Organic Chemistry. Organic would be easy if it could be explained in words of
one syllable but Prof knows none of these. Wiseman astounded the class by
writing a board of correct formula and then asking," What does that show us?"
Steigler and Everts enjoyed Organic because it seems that all unpleasant
odors are organic in nature.
Dyeing with Joe Goodavage and Mr. Bertolet still advanced. We gained
prominence in this year by making Joe eat a felt hat. The formation of the
Apple Club with club rooms in the dyehouse was one of the main reasons for
the good fellowship and friendships that were formed in the C & D. Mac is
a very good sharpshooter and with a little training should make the Textile
basketball team.
Competition for marks were very strong near the end of the year between
Ham, Bill, Ed and Tony. Tony coming home by the slightest of margins.

1J}30

WE

STARTED the year off wrong by the absence of Fearless Mac
Cluggage. The class seems dead because we are all working too hard
and if some one does not fill Mac's shoes by the end of the year we will all be
nervous wrecks. Herb, Vic, Ed, Ham and George are now trying to fill that
big open space, even Tony is starting to loosen up and yesterday he closed his
desk at 3.59 P. M.
In dyeing we are still working as a class and due to the ~pirit of cooperation and the bossing of Tony, we are able to turn in books that are filled with
samples.
The Chemistry of Dyestuffs proved a very interesting subject and we are
all taking a delight in building large complicated apparatus to try to blow up
the school.
Printing was a success in our class due to the newly invented and patented
padding machine designed and built by Mr. Bertolet. Good results ,vere due
to the mechanical and physical efforts of Herbie and Ham.
The C & D were always well represented in all social and athletic activities
in the school. The formation of the C & D football, baseball and basketball
teams helped to create school spirit and competition.
In parting we must say that our three years of companionship have not
been wasted and will never be forgotten. We are thankful to the "Profs"
who have been such good teachers and friends to all of us.

Passaic lligh School.
t-:ditor-in-Chief of

ANALYSIS.

Baseball, '28.
Baskrtba/1, 'f29, 'JO.

Tennis, ';29, ',JO (Capt.).
Croufoot, 'JO.

A. A., '30.
Phi Psi.

"Chi-Chester"

C. ED,YIX BLOOD
l.31 Elmwood .\Ye.
Passaic,~-

F

J.

RO:\! the land of silk came this bushy-haired youth to join us in our efforts to master the
art of textile chemistry. lt was not long before we recognized his ability to match colors
and in chemistry Chester had a way all of his own to solve any chemical problem. He excelled in
writing long equations that covered the whole blackboard causing his classmates to wonder.
As Editor-in-chief of the .\NALvs,s "Ed" performed his duties to perfection and to him is due
the credit for the success of this book.
Athletics was "Ed's·• strong point. He was a member of the baseball, basketball and tennis
teams. Scholastically he was also always hard to beat and was always high in marks.
\\'e all know that you are very industrious and willing and can
Success is yours, "Ed".
finish what you start out to do.

Watkins lligh School.
Traci,, '29-'JO.

. I. . I., '.JO.
J

'ice-President, 'JO.

Dcll11Phi Psi.

"lferbic"

HERBERT C". EYERTS
118--!lh St.

\Yatkins (;[en, X. Y.

H

ERBlE" decided to come to Philadelphia Textile School, where he could gratify his desire
to learn to lame the dye molecules; also to evolve a manner of isolating the" wool oil of
constitution., and perfect a" white dye".
However "lferhie" was able lo find some time to help in the organizing of the C & D baseball,
basketball and foothall teams, and is the founder of the well-known ".\pple Club" of which he
was treasurer.
You could always rely on fi11dinghim in the center of all athletic activities and in fact is
partially responsible for the wonderful showing of the track team in '29 '30.
Alongside his wonderful popularity, he was an exceptional student and was at bis best in the
organic chemistry and stripping departments.
\\'e have great confidence in your future, "Herbi<' ", und urc looking forwllrd to your accomplishments.

Sew }'ark .lfililary Academy
.\:s-.,LYs1s

Ho.\JW, '30.

Delta Phi Psi.

".Jlac"

KE NETH W. McKE ZIE
6 Hawthorne St.
Rutherford, N. J.

F

Ol:R years ago, "Mac" followed the footsteps of his father and found himselr at Textile.
After a year in the regular course, we found him in the dark recesses of the C & D dogging
the heels of "Prof'' Theel. Sometimes we wonder how this little fellow ever did catch up to him
and get around as much as he does.
We all know that one thing leads to another and that to being late. Waiting for each other
gave "Mac" and "Bill" Stifel honor of refusing :.Ir. France' offer of an alarm clock.
"l\1ac" has been very popular with the fellows and has earned great respect from the" Profs"
for his efforts and accomplishments. His personality, sense of good sportsmanship and numerous
other outstanding qualities can only lead to success in whatever ventures he undertakes in life.

Lehigh Unive"1ty.
Delta Phi Psi.

"Vic"

VICTOR J. ORLANDI
831 Broadhead St.
Easton, Pa.

V

IC" came down to Textile mainly to study the art (he believes that it is a science) of
dyeing.
When in the dyehouse, "Vic" always thought he was at home and acted just as if he belonged
there. '' Joe" often wondered how "Yic" was able to match a given shade in such a short space of
time. The reason was finally given that "Yic" is a good "spoon dyer".
In the chemistry lab, "Vic" excelled in setting up complicated pieces of apparatus and we
believe that he had something to do with the designing of the printing machine in the dyehouse.
Chemical equations are never easy but "Yic" had so many short ways of getting the right answer
that he had the whole ch,ss sitting up and taking notice.
We are sure that "Vic," being such a conscientious and industrious student, will reach and
pass the goal that be has set for himself.

Seymour Tligh School.
A ssoci/Jle Eclitcr of the
AN.\LYSIS.

President Textile Club, '30.
President A. A., 'JO.
C'roufoot, '30.
Sigma Phi Tau Prize, '28,
.I

11110. E.

Si1111otPrize, '29.

Phi Psi.

"Tony"'

ANTON SOBOCI~SKI, JR.
7-1South Main St.
Seymour, Conn.

G'DEING very ambitious, "Tony,·· after several years' experience in the textile field, decided
.1.) Philadelphia Textile was the only institution where his knowledge could be broadened.
"Tony" immediately made known bis seriousness of purpose and it was not long before he convinced the "Profs·• that they had a real Textile Chemist and Dyer in the making. All his
records are proof of his accomplishments.
In his second year he gave a splendid reading on pile fabrics before the regular meeting of
the Philadelphia Section of the A. A. T. C. & C. which was highly pleasing.
In the athletic line "Tony" excels in the art of fencing and proved to several challengers on
the south campus, that he is one of the finest in the country.
As Associate Editor of the .\NA LYSIS we again have proof of the great amount of energy he
puts forth when work is to be done and last but not least he is one of the partners of the S. & S.
Company, Ianufacturers of CP Chemicals.
"Tony," we are all proud of you and wish you continued success and happiness.

Central High School.
Basketball, '28, ':29, 'JO
(Capt.).
Crowfoot, 'JO.

A. A., 'JO.
Athletic Editor of

ANALYSIS.

Baseball, ':ES.

Phi Psi.

"[Jam,"

HERMAN H. STIEGLER
2725 East Drive
Fort Wayne, Incl.

J ,T ,THEEEEE!!!
.\ strong wind .blew in a most likeable fellow, with a big smile, from the
J/ J/ mother state of Indiana. "Ham" immediately became very popular, even before he
had timt to make known his ambition to master the fine art of hosiery dyeing.
The time came for "Ham" to choose a partner for class work, so a combination with "Tony"
was formed that created the famous "S & S Co." to manufacture chemically pure compounds.
It is difficult to find a better student not only during his time at school but covering a good
period before that.
,Yhenever basketball season opens, "Ham" is always one of the first in line for a uniform, and
has been a regular for three years and a pleasure to the coach. His popularity extended still
further and he was most successful in organizing the famous "Apple Club" of which he was Grand
Potentate.
Time draws near; we are to lose this grand fellow which will be our loss, and the very least
that we can do is to wish you every success back in Indiana.

The !Jill School.
Clciss President, 'JO.
Croufoot, 'JO.
Treasurer Textile Club, 'JO.
Treasurer A. A., '30.
Class Treasurer, '29.
Social Edit.n of

ANALYSIS,

Delta Phi Psi.

"Bill

WILLIAM FLACCUS STIFEL
Hubbard Lane
Wheeling, W. Va.

quiet young man came from the far off state of West Yirginia to further his knowledge
(.T'IIIS
of the cbemi try and dyeing end of the textile business. During his four years' stay at
Textile, he spent the first year in the learning of the fundamentals of the fabric; with this a a
base he changed to the C and D to gain the knowledge on which his life work will depend.
Only by our close companionship ha\'e we learned his real character and fine qualities. Those
who know "Bill" realize his lrue friendship and willingness to lend a helping hand to any difficulty that might arise. For these rea ons he has many steadfast friends .
.\s "Bill" goes back to West Yirginia we sincerely hope he puts some of his fine ideas conveyed to him in the printing course into practice in the plant back home.

-.J..

Paterson C'cnirc,lII igh.
Basketball Jlanagrr, 'JO.

Crou:foot,',]().
A . . I., ',JO.

Basdw/1, "28.

"Weezie''

GEORGE WISEMAN
96 Prescott Ave.
Paterson, N. J.

G""J\ON'T rush, girls, this handsome little boy believes only in studies.

Ile spent so much
time the first two years in digging in the books that we did not know he was around until
we heard a big noise about the basketball team.
George is very athletically inclined and likes to play baseball, tenni~, run and shoot the
basket, but sports are never allowed to interfere with "Swiss 's ., studies. .\II things are taken
seriously but in their place. Ile is a very steady worker and accomplishes any task that he undertakes. The success of our basketball team is very largely due to his untiring work as manager.
And can he whistle?
We have confidence in this little blond fellow and are willing to back him without limits.

..lJ

The A ni,.J..y
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in September

we arrived back for the second year. telling each other
°'- about the many promise
that we had made to the "bank account" to

study harder and make a record worth remembering. We settled down to try
to catch that elusive thing called knowledge.
:Mackie and Kaiser took a keen interest in Wool and Worsted and became l\fr. Lockwood's pets. They were given little more consideration than
the "mule" and ''sheep tick". It is rumored that Mackie liked this course.
Mr. Naab was honored this year by having three "right-hand men" an<l
"yes men". In the running of the" gin mill". Scotten, Klingberg, and Iler:i:feld had gained a fund of experience during the summer and this coupled with
their resolutions made Mr. Naab very lucky.
DiCenso and Johnson tried to cultivate the silk worm. They had many
arguments on the right meal but Johnson, by taking action pictures, was able
to convince DiCenso that they hould not be fed hot air. ·'Al" got lazy at
the end of the experiment and refused to count the eggs.
Hardacre took the figured design course and became Mr. Cox's chief
understudy.
The fabrics that this boy could turn out sure fitted him for a
cholarship in designing at the Art School.
Months slipped by, each carrying its quota of wasted or well-spenl hours.
Now we approach the close of the year when studies are forsaken for that
heavy date when pring song birds warble romance into the heart, By dint of
mid-night oil, elbow grease, and begging we all hope to graduate.
We feel that we have received a good tart on the road to Knowledge
and take this chance in saying to all our in tructors-''Thank
you."

l'uterson Central High.

"Al"

ALFRED A. D1CENSO
4 Garrison St.
Paterson, N. J.

I-IEK "Al" came to Textile from Paterson, we did not realize at first that there was a
genius in the making but we soon heard differently. Patterson being the silk center gave
"Al., the inspiration of trying to be the center of the silk class. He soon began to take the spotlight in the daily debates of the students against the faculty and we all can vouch that "Al"
is no slouch at debating and knows his stuff in silk.
As a pool player, we have never seen anyone just barely miss shots from impossible angles as
often as "Al". Practice," Al", and some day you may be able to beat "i\1y Countryman".
vVhen "Wop" goes out into the world we are sure that he will start from the bottom in
teaching the silk worms how to make their own stockings and we are all looking for big things

W

from you.

Winooski High School.
Delta Kappa I hi.

"Ilarry"

HARRY J. HARDACRE
G2 l\ lap le St.
Winooski, Yt.

(.T"IIIS is the boy who someday will put "'inooski on the map of the 1:'nited States.

Harry's
favorite novel is the "Textile World" and he can always tell you instantly where to find the
best jobs.
Having learned or the fearsome arithmetic "exam" which all freshmen are exposed to in
September, Harry waited till January to start school. Since his arrival he has spent three hundred
and forty-two hours hunting ideas for .\merica's greatest Jacquard design.
His conscientiousness, perseYerance anrl ability assure him of a quick success. When Jacquards best design is made we are all sure that it will carry the name of Harry Hardacre of
""i nooski.

1

11'1•.,tPoint lliylt.
('11ii-ersity nf l'e1111syh•w1ia.

"R11bc

REUBEN HERZFELD
West Point, Ga.

after finishing a course at r. of P. decided that he liked Philadelphia so much that
(,VunE"
..I...\,he could not leave it for another two years. X ot being a wasting boy he made the best use
of his time and continued his studies at The Philadelphia School of Technical Engineering.
"Rube" excelled in Cotton Spinning and Power \\'eaving. Jn Cotton Spinning he was knowu
as the "spinning fool'' and very often tried to spin spider webs. We wish you success and know
that some clay you will perfect the be,t spider web ever spun and put the spiders out of business.
In power weaving he had no equal in speed, this was also true in ''drawing in" and "reeding".
"'e all wish you success "!lube., and know that )'OU will merit it, if you keep working and
trying as you have in the two years that you have spent here at Textile.

Williams College.
Photographic Editor of
ANALYSIS.

Delta l{appa Phi.

"Jirn"

JAMES G. JOHNSON
490 \Yest End Ave.
New York City

,4LL Hail! James Johnson, the original of all originals. Kot one of his stories are of the
copied variety.
When" Jim" first entered Textile, little was known of his fine qualities but it did not take us long
to appreciate him as a good friend and a fine fellow student.
Although a very unassuming fellow, it has been seriously stated that .T.G. excels in the old
Scotch game, namely Golf. "Jimmy'' also had a weakness for playing with Cameras. He was
always frightening someone by taking a "flashlight"' of them. This "disease" led to a position
on the AN.\LYSts, and his fine work is greatly shown in this record. James, we all wish you the
best of luck in the textile field and we as your fellow classmates, know that you will make us feel
proud of you.

UJ.

Trinity Business College.
Basketball, '29, '30.
Tennis, '29, '30.

Art Editor

ANALYSTS.

Phi Psi.

"Ferd"

FERDINAND S. KAISER
187 l\Iadison AYe.
Clifton, N. J.

(.'T"'HIS "big fellow" is big in more ways than stature.

Big-hearted, strong, honest and sincere;
that is the opinion that we all have. The only things that we can not agree with are those
neckties. Oh!-Oh!
"Ferd" came to us two years ago and distinguished himself by turning out some of the best
work ever seen in the Hand-,VeaYing Room, and also showed a keen sense of interest and knowledge in vVool and ·worsted, even going so far as to master the "hard-boiled mule".
"'hen it comes to sports, we all hate to see you leave us for it will be a long time before we
find a big basketball Center that will fill your shoes or one who can serve in tennis as well.
"Ossie" also has a personality that carries him wherever he wants to go and we are sure that
coupled with his knowledge he will get a very long way on the road to success.

1

Lock Tlaven Technical lligh.
Class TIistorian, 'JO.
Delta Kappa Phi.

"George"

GEORGE KLINGBERG
125 X. Fairview St.
Lock Haven, Pa.

H

AYI~ G decided to make the silk encl of the textile game his work in life, George came down
from out of the hills in Lock Haven to Textile to broaden his knowledge of the silk worm
and to get the fine points of the silk industry.
The way he tackled his work and the obstacles in the intimate workings of the silk encl of the
game assures him of a thorough knowledge which will stand r.im in good stead when he ventures
forth into the industry.
The way George could mix up concoctions in the dye lab. may some day lead up to his finding
of a good soda fountain drink. In the club room he was a devotee of the second table and his everready smile and ability to mingle made a host of friends.
To George go the well wishes of his classmates and may his future work in life be as successful) as the years he spent with us at Textile.

Dean .1caderny.

Phi Psi.

"...\lac"

IIEr RY DEMPSY MACKIE
403 River .\ve.
Providence, R. I.

H

ERE is "Little Rhody'' tribute to Philly Tech. From way down in the civilized, Puritanical and conventional New England city, sometimes called Providence, :Mac traversed
the bumpy road to Textile. A youth with a serious and humorous side of life. From evidence
gathered here (it comes directly from :\Ir. Lockwood) the boy is a genius with the yarns.
Drawing now to the sporting Eide of "::\lac's·• life, we must say that he spent many a nickel
for the privilege of calling his shots.
·what we must say of "l\Cac'' is that, he had no close escape from the art school thu~ branding him a typical Textile student.
We sincerely think that" lac's" ready smile and well-known line will be sorrowfully mis eel
in the Textile School in the years to come.

C'11[1,cr.llililary

Academy.

Phi Psi.

'' Scvtty .,

ERNEST G. SCOTTEN
428 South 12th St.
~ew Castle, Ind.

S

COTTEN, called "Ernie·· by some and "Scotl;,• ., by others, came East for a serious purpose. Some, not knowing Scotten, might say that he chose the Cotton course for the sake of
euphony, but we who know him know that he is not poetically inclined, but loves his textiles.
"Scotty'" is straightforward and has always spoken his mind clearly regardless of whether or
not a bit of philandering o,· deviation from frankness would have been more aprnpos. This
quality has won him as many friends in Textile as his natural good fellowship, his "savoir faire"
and his loyalty to those friends, already made.
Good Iuck, "Scotty", Bon voyage over the river and such expressions of good cheer to a
Hoosier with a newly found Eastern technique headed west to harvest crops.
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Secretary
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Treasurer
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WRIGHT
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•·HI8<TOR GJf
came rushing in after a summer of hard work in various
S EPTEMBER
mills trying to learn the practical end and putting the theoretical into
practice. The students came slowly up the well-swept steps and after several
days of talking, settled down to "dot picking," "mule study," "worm raising" and the "social course".
be-"

It seemed like it was only yesterday that we heard "the next weaYe will
and "open those windows a little wider and you will not fall asleep."

·we soon learned the reason why they giYe the Arithmetic Test at the
beginning of the year. Shrinkage and losses are to be figured and also a result
must be had in quantitative analysis. By dint of hard work, juggling figures
and graphite cellulose and then finally guessing we sometimes hit the right
answer.
The regular courses came face to face ,vith Mr. Ilertolet's fresh air lectures. His method of making a fellow "mad enough to study" was not so
successful with us. ,ve are all too good natured.
The time for mid-years soon came and passed. We have learned that it
does no good to try to crib and so all crammed up on studies and by hard work
and some good guesses we continued the second half of the year and now
finals. The office begins to look like a stock exchange, "What are my marks?"

'' Are you sure those are mine?"
throw us all out.

It is a wonder that Miss Krecker does not

"\Vehave learned many new excuses to put on those little yellow admission slips.
The year is ended but the memory will linger on. Many new friendships
have been formed and the learning that we have gained will in later years
prove to haYe been well spent.
GEORGE n.."LINGBERG.

SECOND YEAR REGULAR
Skippack, Pa.
Charles D. Bean, M(<P...................................
Cfl.7
Mt. Morris Park, New York, N. Y.
Edward T. Bischoff, <P'¥............
Ferrer Canova, Li<P'¥
..................
1032 S. Hall St., Allentown, Pa.
Joseph Z. Chagnon, <P'¥..........
168 Washington St., West Warwick, R. I.
Morton K. Davidson, LiK<I>
....................
R. F. D. No. 2, Carlisle, Pa.
............
150 Hamilton Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Richard L. Dodge, <I>'¥
John A. Driscoll, LiK<I>
..............
434 Sabbatus St., Lewiston, Maine
John H. Fridlington ................
698 Jefferson Ave., Grantwood, N. J.
Ferdinand W. Fritsch, <P'¥........
21 N. Buffalo Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
Howard P. Galloway, <I>'11'
............
5635 Whitby Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Clarence F. Gorman, <P'¥............
65Q8 Greenview Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Henry A. Gottschall, <P'¥..............................
Wayland, N. Y.
Bradford F. Hull, LiK<I>
.......
. 505 E. Washington Lane, Philadelphia, Pa.
Robert E. Isaacs, ~<PT............
2362 Bayview Ave., Far Rockaway, ;-;r.Y.
..................
455 W. Oley St., Reading, Pa.
Lester E. Keiper, LiK<I>
Thomas C. Kerr, <I>'11'
......................................
Shelby, N. C.
Rockford, Tenn.
Carl Koella, <P'¥........................................
6124 Christian St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Jerome A. Koerber, Jr., <P'¥........
Arthur Kruck, Li<P'¥
....................
106 Prospect St., Norwich, Conn.
Jerome J. Lyon, <P'¥........................
Box 155, Waymart, Pa.
Richard K. Palmer ....................
303 Park Ave., Stroudsburg, Pa.
Walter A. Sennhauser, <P'¥......................
South River, N. J.
Raymond J. Singer, ~<PT...........
. 52 E. 91st St., New York City, N. Y.
John C. Stephenson, LiK<I>
........
Ditman and Fitler Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles W. Thomas, <P'¥..............
8Q35 Jeanes St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SECOND YEAR CHEMISTRY,

DYEING

A D PRINTING

Russel Friedbaum ................
6527 N. Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Thomas H. Hart, <J>\Ji
................
4927 N. Tenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lewis Jacobs, Jr., ti<J>\Ji
................
215 Madison Avenue, Clifton, N. J.
Frank Korman, t.K<J>
..........
33 Keeney Court, South Manchester, Conn.
Elmer A. McCabe ........................
237 Getty Ave., Clifton,
. J.
Bradford G. Mott, <J>\Ji
............
152 Montgomery Ave., Edgewood, R. I.
Abram Carl Oberholtzer ................
505 Franklin St., Hamburg, Pa.
Laval Ricard Tessier, t.K<J>
..............
12 Conrad St., Woonsocket, R. I.
Nathan Webber, ~<I>T................
Webber Building, Columbia, S. C.
Raymond Stewart Wilkinson, <J>\lf. . 1302 Hunting Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

The A ha.jy~
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r..'HE morning of September 14th found a group of ill-at-ease men waiting
1 in front of the school, they were the green men, we Freshmen.
At nine, we all herded into Room llO wondering about this well-known Arithmetic Te t. All our worries were for naught as it turned out to be easy.
Our worries now were whether we would be initiated and what tricks would be
played on u . ,ve soon found out.
The Chemistry and Dyeing department started right in the following day
trying to set records for the breaking of materials and trying to blow the
building inside out. The regulars learned shortly what a dot was and how it
should be placed in a quare. It wa a case at first of making a round dot fit
into a square space.
The club room turned out to be a meeting place and the fellows got to be
sociable. The Seniors were always willing to lend a hand and become friendly.
After fraternity rushing came the clas election , and why they decided
that I should become an author is beyond my reasoning.
A banquet for our class was given at the Adelphia Hotel at which there
were several members of the faculty and some good . peeches were heard and
the entertainment given by several of the upper classmcn gave u all a little
laugh.
Ba ketball practice started and several of our men made the squad and
Boyde]),
then came track and tenni in which we were well represented.

I

Boosamra and Renaud seem to be very athletically inclined and we look to
them for great accomplishments.
Mid-year examinations loom up and we all sludied hard. They sure are
tough, if you are nol up in your work.
The next big e\'cnt was the Interfraternity Dance which most of us attended and enjoyed ourselves to the utmost.
Ilefore we realized it spring arrived and some more exams and after burning a lot of midnight oil, we hope we managed to pass the finals.
The first year is over and ,vith loud cheering we say that we are glad but
sorry, for our time spent here ,vas well spent and after leaming our place we
mo,·e to the next class.
\Ye welcome the class of 1931 and hope that our example will be a good
example to follow.

R. DYER.

FIRST YE.\R

REGULAR

Robert I-I. Alderman, ¢\]I ............
Woodbridge St., South Hadley, ]\lass.
Charle. T. Allison, <l>'V
................
935 l\Iadi on Ave., Scranton, Pa.
Ralph W. Baines ......................
67 Fountain St., Orange, Mass.
Charles R. Bennett, ,Jr., <l>\Jt
..........
57 Morton St., Newton Center, Iass.
l?elix A. Benzoni, 6<1)'1.t
..............
310 Grant St., Phillipsburg, N. J.
Robert C. Boger, ,Jr...............
1201 Fillmore St., Philadelphia, Pa .
.\lbert Boosamra, <Inj, .3:32 SL. Catherine Rd., Oulremont, l\Iontreal, Canada
Kenneth H. Boyde II, ¢\]I ....................
Forest Hills, Danville, Ya.
Walter F. Broadhead, <))\[I_
...............
:H Chestnut St., Camden, Maine
,John B. Farrell, <P'V
....................
•rnBagley St., Central Falls, R. I.
Korman I. Fridlington ..............
698 ,Jefferson Ave., Grantwood, K. J.
Bernard N. Knobler ..............
493 Claremont Parkway, Kew York City
Robert l\'L Lower, Jr., cp\Jt........
322 W. Seymour St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Marshall W. Ramsay, L1K<l>
................
Box No. 902, Wilmington, Del.
.\ram L. Renaud, t;K<l>
.................
284 Elm St., Woon ocket, R. I.
Alvin T. Rowland ................
543 E. Tulpehocken St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gerald Y. Weathers, <Inv. ...................
P. 0. Box 32, Shelby, )l_ C.
Charles l\'L West, .Jr...................................
Centreville, Md.

FIRST YK\R

SILK

Henry E. Chanut, t;K<I>
.............
. 65 Summit .\.ve., Hackensack, N. J.
John Churry. . . . . . . . . . . .
. .............
16,~Cooper St., Luzerne, Pa.
Ernest J. Heinly. . . . . . .
. ... 2:35 S. •Hh St., Hamburg, Pa.
Kwai K. Liu. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .....................
Canton, China

FIRST YEAR WOOL
David Gessner, Jr., <l>'ili
..............
292 Lincoln St., Worcester, Mass.
Fillmore S. C. Layman, Lieut., S. C. U.S.N ..... 623 Fern St., Yeadon, Pa.
432 Locust Ave., Amsterdam, N. Y.
Raymond Q. Millar, t.K<l>..........
Paul Whiten, 5th, <l>'ili.. . . . . . . . . . . .
. ........
N orthbri<lge, Mass.

FIRST YEAR COTTON
..................
West Point, Ga.
. .... 42 Portland Place, St. Louis, Mo.

George II. Lanier, Jr ..
John .J. Roos, ~c])T.....

FIRST YEAR SPECIAL
Reni

Cuzin ....................................

FIRST YEAR CIIEMISTRY,

Mexico City,

DYEING

Mexico

AND PRINTING

Sam Amsterdam, ~<l>T..............
1889 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
George Decnyf, Jr .................
103 Broadway, East Paterson, N. J.
John R. Dyer, Jr., t.K<l>.......
. ...................
Chadwicks, N. Y.
Carl R. Gaede, t.K<I>
...............
65 Berkley Place, Glen Rock, N. J.
John 0. Ilaynes, <l>'ili
...............
28 Hoxsie Court, West Warwick, R. I.
Theodore G. Hirsch, t.IC<I>...
. ..........
46 Heights Road, Clifton, N. J.
1ichael R. Maksim, t.Kc])..............
33 N. Nicholas St., St. Clair, Pa.
John J. Tomalino, <l>'ili....
. ... 700 Edmonds Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa.
Morris A. Berman......
. ...... 617 E. Passyunk Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

FIRST YEAR DYEING
Murray

W. Bulfor<l ......................

AND COLOR MATCHING
1 Main St., Pontiac,

R. I.

PARTIAL DYEING
Iloward P. Simons ......................

1268 S. High St., Columbia, Ohio
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FRATERNITIES

JIDLLGJ'AKADPA

PHI

Alpha Chapter
Founded at the Philadelphia Textile School, 1899
Bulletin"
Incorporated in 1905-Publication-"

OFFICERS
GEORGE

T. Dow

F. HULL
Pro-consul

BRADFORD

T$

Consul
FRANK

KORMAN

Annotator
GEORGE

H. Ku TGBERG
Custodian
JOUN

Charles D. Bean
Henry E. Chanut
Morton K. Davidson
George T. Downs
John R. Dyer, Jr.
John A. R. Driscoll
Carl R. Gaede

LAV AL RICARD

TESSIER

Scribe
A. R. DRISCOLL
TVarclen

Harry J. Hardacre
Theodore G. Hirsch
Bradford F. Hull
James G. Johnson
Le ter E. Keiper
Michael Maksim

Frank Korman
George H. Klingbers
Raymond Millar
Mar hall Ramsey
Aram L. Renaud
John C. Stephenson
Laval Ricard Te sier

DBL<IA JPHI D~I
Founded at Philadelphia Textile School 1901

OFFICERS
KENNETH

VIC'l'OR

1\i[AcKENZIE

G. ORLAND]

Vice-President

President
ARTHUR

KRUCK

Secretary
LEWIS

JACOilS,

FRED

JR.

B.

LEWIS

Chaplain

Treasurer

Felix II. Benzoni
Ferrer Canova
William Devitt
Herbert Everts
Walter vV. IJumecky
Lewis Jacobs, JR.
Arthur Kruck
:Fred B. Lewis
Kenneth MacKenzie
Victor G. Orlandi
Harry F. Smith, Jr.
William Flaccus Stifel

.!SJO

DHI D~I
Alpha Chapter
3805 Spruce Street
Founded at Philadelphia Textile School, 1~03
Publication ''Phi Psi Quarterly"
~

1::::i'

•

..

OF:FICERS
:FR:BDERICK

L. KNECHT

IIEH~IAN

GEORGE

HENRY

SumER

PowELL

SoBOCI

Thomas II. Andrews
C. Edwin Blood
Richard Lee Dodge
Nelson K. ]?ite
Fred H. Ileinrich
Ferdinand S. Kai er
Frederick L. Knecht
Henry D. Mackie
Ernest G. Scotten
George P. Shirer
Anton Sobocinski, Jr.
Herman H. Steigler
George Wiseman

GCTTSCIIALL

R. frL'EWAR'r ,VILKINRON
Corresponding Secretary

SKI, JR.

Warden

1!)30

ALLEN

Treasurer '

Secretary
ANTON

11. STEJGLgR

Vice-President

President

1931

Edward J. Bischoff
Zephir .T.Chagnon
Ferdinand W. Fritsch
Howard P. Galloway
Clarence F. Gorman
Henry Allen Gottschall
Thomas II. Hart
Thomas Kerr
Jerome .\. Koerber, Jr.
Jack J. Lyon
Bradford G. Mott
Walter Sennhauser
Charles W. Thomas
R. Stewart Wilkinson

1!)32

Robert Alderman
Charles Allison
Charles Bennett
Albert Boosamra
Kenneth Boydell
"'alter Broadhead
John Farrell
David Gessner
John 0. Haynes
Robert Lower
John Tomalino
Gerald ,veathers
Paul Whitin, 5th

~I~MA

DHI GJf
AU

Founded at the Philadelphia Textile School 1915
Incorporated 1917 Publication "Sigma Phi Tau Quarterly"

OFFICERS
JACK

JAR.MAK

Councillor

DAvrn

Ario1~F

Scribe
RAYMOND

J.

SINGER

Rtcheq11cr
RonERT

E.

IsAACR

Corresponding Secretary
NATllAN

\VEBBER

JVarden

David Aboff
Samuel Amsterdam
Robert .E. ] saacs
Jack Jarmak
John Roos
Raymond J. Singer
Kathan Webber

eROWJfOOGJr

Honorary

RICHARD SHOEMAKER COX
Active

GEORGE P. SHIRER
President

C. EDWIN BLOOD
FREDERICH H. HEINRICH
JACOB JARMAK
FREDERICK L. Kl~ECHT
FRED B. LEWIS
ANTON SOBOCINSKI, JR.
HERMAN H. STIEGLER
WILLIAM FLACCUS STIFEL
NATHAN WEBBER
GEORGE WISEMAN

ANTON SOBOCINSKI, JR.

President of the ~extile Glub

WILLIAM FLACCUS STIFEL

President

of Senior Glass

TEAM
CAPTAINS

l-IERl\JAN

FRED

H.

STIEGLER,

B.

LE\\'IS,

Basketball

Track

C.

EDWIN

BLOOD,

Tennis

TEAM
MANAGERS

NAT

WEBBER,

Track

GEORGE

,vrnEMAN,

FREDERICK

L.

Baslcetball

KNECHT,

Tennis

FRATERNITY PRESIDENTS

19

GEORGE

DowNs

DELTA KAPPA PHI

DELTA PHI PSI

FRATERNITY PRESIDENTS

30

FREDERICK

L.

KNECHT

PHI PSI

JACOB

JARMAK

SIGMA PHI TAU

C. EDWIN BLOOD

Editor of <Thednalysis

FREDERICK L. KNECHT

6Business :M_anager of <rhe ~nalysis

JACOB JARMAK

v4.dvertising :JJlanager of
<Thev4.nalysis

President, A 1 TON SonocrNsKr,
JR.
Vice-President, JACOB JARMAK
Secretary, JOHN A. DRISCOLL
Treasurer, ,v. FLACCUS STIFEL
1st Year Director, GERALD ,VETHERS
2nd Year Director, CHARLES W. THOMAS
3rd Year Director, FREDRICK L. KNECHT
c.T"'HE Textile Club is governed by a group of the students annually elected
-.1_ by their classmen. It is their duty to see that the club is operated for the
greatest benefit that can be obtained for all concerned. John Spotts is almost
automatically assoc;ated with any thought of the Club. His familiar presence
has been a part of the Club since its early beginning over twenty years ago.
This is truly the center of our social activities, as such things as do not
actually take place there are formulated and decided there. Whether card
playing, pool, the magazines or general sessions are the most popular pastime,
is a matter that is open to debate. Not a time that the doors are open can any
of the members be found that are not active in one of these pursuits. Pinochle
has replaced the once so-popular bridge. even to the extent of a spirited tournaThe pool
ment. This was participated in by both students and "Profs".
tables afford amusement for the devotees of the clicking-balls, of which there
are many. A constant supply of the latest periodicals, both those pertaining
to business and those of a more entertaining nature, give u a means of keeping
ourselves posted as to the latest happenings both in and outside our Textile
world. A Victrola provides the music ,vhen anyone is so inclined as to listen to
the latest hit.
The Club also serves the school as a Trophy Room. The various awards
that the athletic teams representing the school have won on the field hang on
the walls. These trophies are many and of varied nature but those most
coveted of all are the ones that have been won at the annual Penn Relays.
The success of the school teams in this annual event have literally covered the
walls with the symbols of their achievements.
The Club is the place as well where all of the students gather in frequent
meeting to express their opinions on matters pertaining to the social activities,
which the club sponsors. These outside functions usually consist of Banquets
and Dances, given at intervals throughout the year.
The class of 30, having derived so much enjoyment from the club during
our time at school, hope that those who succeed u may be as well served.

SEE

you in the Club." A phrase that we all hear as soon as the school
opens for the year. The Club is the meeting place and the center of our
activities socially. When there, one never lacks something to occupy himself.
The Pool Tables, Cards, Checkers, Magazines and sessions that are unfailingly
in progress here passes many a never-to-be-forgotten hour. This year the
popularity of the pool games has waned and the Club has become a card
players rendezvous.
THE FRESHMAN

BANQUET

r.T'HE annual :Freshman Banquet was resumed this year after a lapse of
1 three years. This banquet provides an opportunity for the Freshmen to
become better acquainted with the Upperclassmen, and with themselves. It
was held the Seventh of November in the Rose Room of the Hotel Adelphia.
The Faculty and Students attended bodily. After enjoying an excellent dinner, we were entertained by several speakers including :Mr. France who gave
an excellent talk to the Freshman, discussing the general condition of the
industry. We hope to see the Banquet continued in future years.
THE INTER-FRATERNITY

DANCE

r.T'HE Hotel Adelphia was the scene of this closed dance. There were only a
1 few of the brothers of our various fraternities who were not there to
enjoy themselves. That it was a great dance, there can be no doubt. Who
did not try to get in? We wonder. The music was excellent. The kind that
would make anyone dance. When the last waltz had ended, it was a reluctant
well-satisfied crowd that set out for home, whether they got there, or not, is a
question.
THE POOL TOURNAMENT
r.T'HE annual Pool Tournament never fails to draw a large and competent
1 group of players. This year's matches in February, in the opinion of
some, lacked the brilliant playing that has characterized the contests of
former years. Granting this, no one can deny that it was hard fought and
nicely played from beginning to end. Walt Humeeky deserved to win, in
spite of the handicap of a large number of spectators and a thick haze of
smoke that somelimes made the shots rather difficult.

THE SCHOOL DANCE
c.T'HIS dance sponsored by the club, was largely attended and repeated
-.i._ the success of its forerunner, the Inter-Fraternity Dance. The Dance
was held late in the year due to Freshman Banquet replacing one of the dances
usually given by the club. There were a number of outsiders present including
a representation from the Art School. Our entertainers and fancy dancers
who provided so much diversion last year were unfortunately absent, but it
requires a great deal to prevent a School Dance from being a good time for
everyone, and that this dance was far from boring for anyone, was very
obvious.
THE WHAT-NOT

0

BANQUET

UR last gathering has taken place. Some of us will enjoy our next
banquet together as students and the remainder as Alumni. This final
gathering is held by the Crowfoot Honorary Society for the entire school.
The Athletic Awards were made, speeches heard, and a good dinner eaten.
With songs and good cheer and our happy days behind us, who can ask for
more.
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<;O ASKETBALL spirit ran very high this year so when the call for candi-

D dates was given early in October, Coach Eddie Gottlieb was very
satisfied at the turn out of the new men and the veterans from last year's team,
including Chagnon, Koella, Kaiser, Lewis, Blood and Captain Stiegler. The
new men to come out this year are Boydell, Sennhauser, Kerr, Semel and
Dyer. At the practice sessions the first team stacked up against the second
team with Boydell at forward with his running mate Wilkinson, Thomas at
center and Blood and Sennhauser at guard positions, they have been giving
the regulars trouble in keeping their positions by clever play.
Manager W'iseman has already secured several games outside of the league
with such teams as l~rinceton ,T.V.'s, Villa Nova, Drexel, P.M.C. and others
including the strong Lincoln Prep. team, which Textile defeated to the tune of
35-26.
A few high lights of the league games. In the game with Hahnemann,
Capt. Stiegler scored a total of 16 points to outguess the opposition. In the
game with Peirce, Chagnon proved his worth by holding his man to one field
goal while he caged three from the side. Next came S. J. L. S. who have a
habit of shooting from the middle of the floor, but in the game Koella had the
fans gasping by sinking several from the middle of the floor.
In the game with Optometry, the exhibition given by Kaiser of taking the
ball off the back board and feeding it to the forwards was one of the best seen
this year. Lewis always proved his worth by his guarding and his follow-up
shots under the basket.
The team feels it owes Mr. Bertolet who always brought us luck with his
presence at the games and always brought his derby along to carry the victory
home in. We know that 1\1r. Bertolet will do his utmost for the next year's
success as he did this year.
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NE of the outstanding achievements of the Philadelphia Textile School is the ability to put out an excellent relay team each year.
This year it may be truly said that the team is of a
finer calibre than we have had for many years past.
The veterans are Capt. Fred Lewis, whose sterling
run last year was one of the outstanding features of the
City Championship J\lile Relay at the Penn Games, and,
.Jerome Koerber and Herbert Everts, who are also capable
veterans. Koerber is an excellent anchor man and possesses
the two m:sets that make him a track star, speed and
stamina.
Evert is also fast aucl should again prove his
worth on the cinder path.
Among the new prospects, we find Jack Jarmak,
Howard Simons, .\I Rolland and that "Canadian Flash,"
Al Boosamra, whose speed on the cinder path is of international renown.
This staff of men coupled witb the capable coaching of
Lou Spieler should prove the biggest sensation in the
history of the school track team.

K SAYING our student body is like a glass of good ginger ale, is meant that
/ they are full of that sparkling pep that is most essential. Hence, said pep
must have an outlet, which takes place in various teams organized for class
competition. Due to the limited supply of athlete it is necessary that the
majority of the fellow. turn out for practically all of the teams, in defense of
their individual class honors. It must be brought to mind that the OYerlording Seniors and the Junior cla se are always trying to take the scalp of the
:Freshmen, and as our l<'reshmen are both large in numbers and in size, the
greatest of energy and trickery, brought about by long and tedious training,
is necessary for one to master the other. Believe me, all these games are
hotly contested.
Unusual as it may seem, baseball is not considered a major sport, due to
the studious atmosphere that surround us all early in May, while preparing
for the final examinations. This keeps up until the finals are through, whicl'
means our vacation starts. The next we see of one another is the middle of
September upon returning to this institution of learning; and at that time
baseball is dying and football is about to be proclaimed King of Sports. This
accounts for the small interest taken in competitive baseball.
"Herby" Everts is elected as chief collector of all financial support. This
support comes entirely from the students in the form of quarters (two bit ),
because some of the faculty are of the same frame of mind as those of Harvard,
Yale and other larg-e Universitie , who are greatly concerned over the possibility of the pig-skin taking the place, in the minds of the students, of
the text-book and the test tube. You know, the test tube that vomits forth
such obnoxious odors as ammonium valeriate. ,vho knows? Hence we ha Ye no
direct support from the school. "Herby" collects the quarters and buys the
footballs, pocketino- the balance, if any, and shows the two-bit boys the bill
of sale. \. good business man, this "Herby".
Well anyway the games are
booked, headed by a game between the Seniors and Freshmen, which turns
out to be a thriller, featuring long runs by Broadhead, of the Freshmen, and
Bill Stifel of the Seniors. .\.fter sixty minutes of hard fighting, the game ended
6-6.
The next game was played between the Juniors and Seniors, and was won
by the latter by a large core. This was partly due to the injury of the Junior
backfield star, "Tony" De-Sense-So. "Tony" came to grief when he mi took some senior's foot for a bunch of spaghetti and tried to get a mouthful;
it was too late to realize the mistake so ·'Tony" was in the hospital for three

or four days. Then "Chag" while making a great run, heard some girl at
the wrong end of the field cry out in pain, so he turned and ran in the wrong
direction, scoring a safety for the Seniors. ~evertheless both "Tony" and
"Chag ,. will be long remembered.
The ·' C & D ,. Team, headed by MacKenzie, had conquered all opposition
and were to play the Freshmen team in Fairmount Park, before a large gathering. Something went wrong, someone erred, as the only player to make his
appearance was "Ed'" Blood, the clashing, hard-hitting line-plunger of the
"C & D''. As he was in full uniform, and on the field of play for the allotted
length of time, he claimed the championship by way of default. So the
honors are in possession of the" C & D" wlrn will have to meet all challengers
next year .
.\fter football season has passed, all clas e begin to train their teams for
the great series of games to find a champion Tiddle-de-wink team. This game
is taken very seriously, and a only three men are required on each team, all
classes have many teams. In order that only the best of each class compete
for the finals, it is necessary for the individual classes to hold their elimination
contest. The Seniors, due to their natural desire to get all the breaks, play
first, then the Juniors, and last the Freshmen. At the end of two months we
find the Seniors headed by Everts, left tiddle, Andrews, center tiddle, and
Kelson File as right tiddle. A,: they are cha!T'pions of their class, they are
able to start active training at once, while the Juniors are having their tournament. The Juniors are to be represented by Mott, left ticlclle. Mackie, center
ticldle, and Johnson, right ticldle. The Freshmen are well represented by
Haynes, Farrell and Boydell, with Haynes hawing the way. When this
fellow Haynes is in form, he is unbeatable, and is known to sink difficult
ticlclles from the five-foot line. Imagine that? He hails from "Rhode Island,"
where tiddlers are developed. It must be in the air.
The Seniors and Juniors are too sure of themselves, while the Freshmen
team headed by Haynes, take to the open road every morning for a two-mile
run and then twenly minutes of setting-up exercises to condition themselves
tor the battle of the century. The Juniors eliminate the Seniors by the great
work of :i\Iackie, who is an exceptional tiddler. Then comes the game of games
-the Juniors meet the Freshmen.
The line-up is as follows: ,Juniors-Mott takes his place at left tiddle,
:Mackie at center, and ,Johnson at right tiddle. Haynes faces Johnson, Farrell opposite Mackie, and Boyde]] to piL ticlclle again ticldle with l\Iott. It can
he seen thal the .Juniors arc over confident by the smiles on their faces, while
the "frosh" arc just the opposite. Haynes takes his place with his famous
shooting button, with a look of determination on his face, likewise Boydell
and Farrell.

s

Referee Koella gives his final instructions and center ·Mackie tiddles over
to Haynes' territory; he returns it to Mackie, who fouls, giving Haynes a free
shot, which he sinks for first blood. TJ,e game see-saw back and forth and is
at a tie score at half time; Then we find the Juniors leading by one point with
a minute to go. The crowd is in an uproar. Then Haynes comes forward with
two beautiful tiddles and suatches victory and championship by one point.
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THE 52 D EDITION

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE
SCHOOL
Music and Notes by W. A. McLain and J. W. France
Sketches by Algeo and Giese
by Lockwood from Designs by "Al"
Costumes
Wool Room
C. Bertolet from Designs by H. Walters,
E.
by
Costumes
Laboratory
P. Theel, G. Byler
Men's Colored Costumes by Goodavage Costume Co.
Draperies and Materials from Billy Pfeiffers
Inc.
and executed by Wilmer-Reilly
by Dunkelberger
Butterfly and Bird Curtain designed and patented
Book and Yarns by Naab and Williamson
Art Director, R. Cox
Assistant Art Director, E. Kaiser
Box Office, Tom Willson
Directors Manager, Anna K.recker
Devised and Staged by E. W. France
Entire Production
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Shirer--"1-Iow did she like your new
mustache?"
Knecht-"
to her."

LETTER

OF TEXTILE

STUDEKT

Darn it, I forgot to show it

TO PATER
Frat House,
February 15, 1930.

DEAR

DAD:

Your last letter received. Thanks for the check but it was all used up in
the paying of a breakage fee of $48.96 for broken twills and dropped stitche ..
I am very glad that I came to Textile and I think that soon I will be able
to beat Mackey in pool. Ile shoots with one hand. I also hope to be able to
heat you in pinochle as Gorman gives me le sons every afternoon. Please
end me , 20 for a season's ticket to the basketball games.
My fraternity initiation money is due and that is also fifty dollars and my
hoard here is ninety dollars a month.
I am going in for track this year. The manager finally decided that they
needed a good runner and so I am going to help them along. I will need thirty
dollars for athletic paraphernalia.
Many of the boy. here drink but I never touch it. The water here does
not seem to agree with me and so I will need ten dollars for mineral water.
The doctor's hill is fifteen dollars.
I entered the pool tournament yesterday and the entrance fee is five
dollars.
Our fraternity dance come off next week and my girl lives way out in
Haddonfield so I will need taxi fare and a new tuxedo vest. l\Iy fraternity
pin is also lost.
Well, Dad, I mu. t away to my studies. By the way I had to buy four
leather cover at $4.35 each.
Your loving son

Mac-" A Broker I know said
he put a friend of his on his feet
three times in the last three years."
Bill-" Say, that's nothing. I
put a friend of mine on his feet
fourteen times last night."

Bum-"Have
you got a nickel for a cup of coffee?"
Tessier-"Hey,
you. I'm working this side of the street."

Professor Theel-"
thing to say."

Gentlemen, before I begin my lecture I have some-

Wilkie to Fite-"Say,
lend me ten
dollars, but only give me five, then I shall
owe you five, and you will owe me five,
and so we will call it quits."

Mr. Bertolet-"Who
is the responsible man here?"
Steigler-"If
you mean the man who always gets the blame, it's rue."

Prof. Naab, (after a half hour's
" Johnson, what was I talking about?"
Johnson-"Nothing."

lecture)-

GUESS WHAT?
Four wheels. No tires.
No battery, or pliers.
Runs on two,
·when no more "·ill do.
Skips, runs and jumps,
Never hits the smaller bumps.
Takes the trolley cars off the street,
And makes the pedestrians shake their feet.
Went to Easton and didn't get back.
Becauz' the front wheels wouldn't track.
All covered with mud and trimmed with blue,
With the wheels of a slightly darker hue.
The noisiest thing you ever did see,
Trying to get back at half-past three.
The little DeYil behind the wheel,
Pushing the pedals to make the brakes squeal.
This, dear auto fans,
Is the story of Ed Blood and his can.

There are some fellows that are so dumb that they wear their old clothes
on a blind date.

Blanche-"Ilow
lrene-"Terrible.
her money."

was your date with that hand orne basketball player?"
Ile was the kind that would marry Greto Garbo for

LITTLE RAMBLES WITH SERIOUS TIJJKKERS
·' I would greatly appreciate a barrel of Pilsner "-Gessner.
"I did everything in my power to have harmony in lhe party. "-Knecht.
"If you want a thing done well, have your wife do it. "-Steigler.
"The only writers to whom I can be compared are Stevenson and Zane
Grey. "-Blood.
"The non-drinker is not technically good company."-Tlarpole.
"What Philadelphia needs is a good substantial drink. ''-Devitt.

Orlandi believes Lhat when in Rome you should do a the Romans do,
but hi arm finally got tired saluting Mussolini.

GJrHE DG)(BIN6- OF 006-~

FOR FUR

A Lecture by Prof. Adolph Knaclcwurst of the Berlinische Gesellschaft Fwr
Hundfarberei

G];fJNE freinclts, I haf coom before you diss efenink for to giff einer liddle
on cler dyeink uf dogs, und I zinzerely hope dot from mine vonls
vitch I am abouit to schpeak, you vill gain einer vot you say, onderstendink
uf der brocess vot ve haf been usink in der Vaterland mit der otmost from zuccess. V un uf der
best zources uf fur trimminks for der vomen's
deir dresses, goats, und hets, iss der ennimal vot
he iss known as der hund-vot iss to say in Americanisch, der dog, und dot bortion uf der dog from
vitch he iss broduced der bester grate from der fur,
she is known as der pack, dot bortion uf der dog
vot she lie hallufvay in betveen der kopf und der
schwantz. Aldough udder parts from der hundclog zometimes dey are used, zuch as cler ears, vot
are used for trimmink for cler lady her het, und
for pooks, in der pages mit vot iss callet dog-ears
in cler pooks, der pack is der bortion vot she iss
used rooster in der makink from der fur.
As in der case from sheeps, cler vool iss not off ge-glipped from cler pack
from der <log-for vy, you esk me? Dot iss for der reason dot cler fur from der
clog off, he iss not used for der zame burpose as iss cler vool from cler sheeps off.
In order for der fur from der dog off he be used, der hide must be off-tooken
rnit der hair, so dot cler fur, ven she iss on cler lady's her goat on ge-fastenecl,
she vill not fall ouidt. Mit odder vords, der fur must feel at home on cler
lady's her goat, und for to do diss, as much as bossible from der dog, he must
on der hair ge-fastened left on. Derefore, der hide iss off ge-tooken mitals
from cler dog mit der hair along mit.
In der virst blace, der dogs mit der longest fur on iss zelected from all
der dogs in der dog-pound in, und efter zome vifty dogs haf been aus-gechoscn, dey iss along mit ge-tooken by der furmakink vactory. Dere goins
(knicl<els, dimes, und zometimes halluf-dollars) iss in der air up ge flippered
for to zee vot color iss der dogs goink to be dyed . . . Yen der color vot iss
der dogs to be dyed, aus ge-found iss, der dye-batt iss ge-macle, und each dog
by himselluf togedder mit iss by der tail in der dye-batt ge-dippet und left for
to schvim in der liquor. Der scln-immink aroundt uf der dog gifs der reqvired motion vot she iss necessary for to gif benetration uf der dog by der dye,
und if cler dye-batt iss hot, der dog schvims faster aroundt, giffink a gonstant

eJr.Ltalk

Meanvile der clogs iss aroundt ge-schvimmink, der fleas from
atchitatement.
der clogs off iss from de1· top uf der batt off ge-schkimpet, und zolcl b:y der
flea zircuscs for traininl,.
Yen der dogs ha£ der shade vanted ge-reachet, dey iss aus-ge-tookcn from
der <lye-batt out, bein k up on from de1· behind
ge-schneaked und by der schpare-tire ge-grabbed,
und iss dried by hangink from der line by ofer
ge-hookink mit a clothes-pin der tail aroundt.
After der dogs rre-dried iss, dey i s each by
himselluf togedder mit aus-ge-tooken in der
schtreet out und iss giffen a bone. Yile der clog on
der bone ge-chewink iss, den iss up behindt gedrove a vot you say, steam roller, vitch bresses out
Aat der clog, und den mit a chisel und blotter he
iss up ge-pichd und der fur from der back he iss
cut off mit der sci sors rnitals, ready for to be on
IJ0.9A//~r
£)ye/rl_J1
der lady's her goat on ge-fastenet.
I dank you, harr-r-umph.
Orlandi, (after an hours lecture by Pcrcy)-"Do
any of that on the 'exams'?"
J\fr. Bylcr-",Vhat
Dyer-"Er-Er-Oh!
tongue."
Mr. Byler-"Spit

you thin!· we will haYe

does the symbol 'As' represent?"
Wait a minute, Sir! I have it right on the tip of my
it out then.

It's Arsenic."

Lewis--"I came within ten seconds
) of breaking the world ·s record once."
11
event was that inEvcrts-",Vhat
the hundred-yard dash?"

"Say mister," said a little fellow to a ne).._-t-door
neighbor, '' Are you the fellow who left the dog at
our house last night?"
"Well, Ma say. to come and take them all
back."

Chagnon-"Is
this a first-class restaurant?"
Manager-" Yes, but if you sit over in a far
corner, we won·t smell you."

Lewis-"Take
Everts-"But

a bath and I will get you a date for to-night."
supposing _youdon't get the date."

Jacobs (calling on a certain young lady in
Frankford)-"Don't
you think your father
would appreciate our saving him a little on
his light bill.

Bootlegging joints are necessary so that the mayor can give the visiting
guests the sprees of the city.

Koella-"Somebody
last night."

was drunk around here

Sennhauser-"I-Iow
out?"

do you knmv; you were

this morning when I came in
Koella-"Why,
there wasn't a bit of bromo left."

It was 2 A. M. The car had been parked in a
farmer's yard for two hours. Finally a voice callecl"What's the matter out there? A flat tire?"
Simons-"Heck, No, you don't suppose I'd still be
here if she was."

THINGS THAT THEY HAD HOPED TO SEE L
Reprint from 1921
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Phonograph record of Lockwood' and McLain' notes.
A class picture without a Khaki shirl or hobnail shoes.
More harmony among the students in the drawing in room.
A greaseless harness chain.
A worsted comb to play with.
Some more beautiful yarn babies.
A little more generosity with light and less with heat.
A few more congenial femmes and less of the others.
Wilmer with his hair bobbed.
More towels, more soap and le shot air.
A well-attended club meeting.
The new School.
WE HOPE TO SEE THESE IK 19.J.OALSO
A new d yehouse.
A waterles walk through the , outh campus.
Good athletic teams.
How breakage fee are figured out.

Ie for the life of a Weaver.

It's the Knots.

l\lr. Bertolet-"Remember,
young man, that braYe
fellow who said, 'The World is my Oy ter, which I with
my sword will open'. "
Lew Semel-"Yes
sir, but just try and open an
Oy Ler with a Boxing Glove."

1930

Giggles-"So you are a bad man. Where is your
gun?"
Lindbergh carry his plane
Chagnon-"Does
around with him?"

fuse blew out at the Phi Psi dance last night."
Mac-"The
Bill-"Were they inconvenienced?"
l\1ac-"Naw, no one knew about it till today."

A young bride walked into a drug store and approached a clerk timidly.
"The baby tonic that you adYertise," she began, "does it really make babies
bigger and stronger?"
"'Ve sell a lot of it," replied the druggist, "and we'Ye ne,·er had a complaint."
"Well, I'll take a bottle," replied the bride after a moment and went out.
In fiye minutes she was back. She got the druggist in a corner and whispered
in his ear-"I forgot to ask about this baby tonic," she said under her breath,
"'Vho takes it, me or my husband?"

Have you heard about the absent minded-student
Commencement Exercises?

who took notes on the

"Who belongs to the army of
the Lord?" shouted the colored
preacher.
A man in the backseat jumped
up and said-'·J does."
To what branch of the army do
you belong?"
"To de Baptist."
"Get out, you don't belong to
the army, yo' belong to the navy."

Wi eman-"You'll
rum your stomach drinkmg that stuff."
Mackey-"'Sall
right, 'Sall right. It won't
show with my coat buttoned."

As she shows-

o shall we peep.

Last Will and Testament of the Class of 1930

H

EREWITH, we, the high and rnighty Seniors of the well-beloved institution of our vast learning, the Philadelphia Te:rtile School, and Class of
1930, having been exposed to all subjects and branches of learning and
lcnowledge,which are expanded and developed at the aforenamecl house of learning,
and having accmnplished all of the other well-knmrn facts at the schoolwhich include,
meeting the entire Art School e:rhausting our tuition fees giving our well-belovedand
grey-haired "Profs" something to worry about, attending and using the privileges
o..fl'eredin the social world of the school and last but not least having success!ully
parlced a car in front of the school without having one of Philadelphia's finest
remove it to parts unknown, consider ourselves at the peak of our atta'inment.
II aving nothing else to learn, see or hear we must go out into the world of industry
and find ways of earning our bit of gold dust without working. To accomplish
this necessitates our leaving the school. By leaving the school we mean leaving
everything which we of the Llama Club could not or would not remove, or carry to
our places of abode. Leaving a school presents the problem of whom to which we
should leave said buildings of learning. There being none around of our high
and lofty state of intelligence we are forced to leave all of our possessions to our
subordinates-the underclassmen. With these factors as our basis of thought we
do hereby-immediately draw up this last will and testament. We have therefore

summed up the fallowing points as our most important and magnificent possessions of course, in the e:witement off arming such a document of many things,
such as the several worn out packs of cards found in miscellaneous places about the
club-are forgotten-but you can have those for yourself providing you can get
away with them-Below we list our worldly goods:
l. The first, prime and most important item is that great, grand, glorious and

noble object the school. We ask that you talce goocl care of it, Jor although a
mighty new 011eis proposed many years may pass before it comes into its
this-the building to
own-along with this goes an old tradition-namely
which we now forcibly drag ourselves was occupied by the Deaf and Dumbsince then the Deaf have been removed, so with this in mind may the Dumb
continue in their realm.
2. To all those who seelc admission through our fair portals we leave that old,
ancient and antique custom-popularly lcnown as the "arithmetic test".
We have often wondered what happens to the e:wm papers, but although
Sherlock II olmes and JVatson were put on the job no e:cplanation was obtained.
3. !\'ext comes an item to which we place utmost stress so that they may not be
forgotten or mislaid, we refer to the Faculty. We aslc that these clvwn-troclclen
and grey-haired clears, who worlc so hard for such small pittances, be treated
with utmost consideration and kindness as any excitement 1nay cause them
mental strains may result in the often-told stories of absent-minded professors
becoming more truth than fiction. As an aclcleclattraction to this item we also
present to our posterity the idiosyncrasies of these 1nostnoble of men-namely
as follows:
(a) The generosity, friendliness and helpfulness of E. W. France.
(b) The wit and humor of the well-known potentate of Jacquard, R. S.
Cox. As an added attraction we also present Frank Giese, salesman
of high power and last-minute man whose ever-ready words are
"l1 ere's another. "
(c) The smiling and ever-willing spirit of B. C. Alegeo.
(d) The C and D department consisting of that King of Eslcimos and of,
good-fellows E. C. Bertolet along with that blessing to all sleepy
students Iloward Walters, the master dyer Joseph Gooclavage,
master of organic chemistry and of the English language "Prof"
Theel, and last but not least the one and only George Byler, Czar of
inorganic chemistry and unknowns. Along with George we present
a series of well-worn road maps for use in fraternities and also a
well-filled trunlc of ideas for tortu-reof those unfortunates known as
"pledges".
(e) The cotton mill-John 1\'aab and Bill Williamson; To Bill we leave
one (1) correspondence school course in card playing.

(f) The Art Department with Ercal Kaiser and Ralph Dunkelberger as
masters of learning.
(g) The Weaving Department under the one and only J,Vm. McLain and
"Dad'' France, the Prince of Good Fellows.
(h) The W col and TVorsted Captains, John Lockwood and "Al" Marqitart.
(i) The Power Weaving Departrnent under Wm. Pfeijj'er with Ervin
Wilmer, Bob Reilly as his Chiefs o( Staff.
(j) Tiu, officeforce, the crowd that sends us our bills, marks and breakage
fees. Their watchfulness, especially in bills, is due to the careful
guidance of little Tornmy 1-Vilson a small boy, with a big bunch of
knowledge.

journal of great and well worthwhile content whose
circulation combined with several other leadi11gmagazines of the day is well
over several millions.

4- Tm;i
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5. The social encl of the school which consists of one club room mostly smoke and
noise, but also several much used pool tables, with accessories, several tables
with magazines, chairs and blackboardfilled with chril/cfigures.
6. Other articles of value we have, several muddy and wet walks over which we must
travel to enter the portals of learning. Lockers, several of which have locks
that work. A north campus for athletic frolics. A special smolcing hangout (the location of which aslc any Senior or Joe and Prof Theel). We have
been caught by both so they know. One ancient bell, operated by some unknown device. This is vis:ble from the aforementioned wet walk. The front
of the school, the place to hold a meeting of the Qua.rter-to-nine-club and also
for the observation of the passing beauties of the Art School. A Baslcetball
team which sometimes wins a game. One (1) good Track Team and several
.fighting Racquet Swingers, known as Tennis Players.
7. Lastly and by no means the least, we do appoint in all ancientfonn our high
and esteemed friend E.W. France, as sole and only executor of this last will and
testament.
In witness thereof, and in the presence of the three blind mice we do hereby
stamp, date, seal, and sign this document as a work to be wholly disregarded
and immediately forgotten.
Drawn up by,
THOMAS H. HART.
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~11,•clopcd ,II but tl,e largest
cities 1s l,rgcly a tl,ing of tl,e post.
{7.1[

YOU.I

-J

every store counter is
1i,J outlet fo,· you,· fabrics.

Now,

.1. pote11-

\Vl1ile tl1is siuw.tion opens up a
lleai.TradelHark.
v:utJ y wider opportunity
to secure .
volume, it also carries a clcmnnd for quality.
And
tl1at ;s wliere N ation:iJ service in Dycing,W
cigl1ting,
Ii11i,\l1i11g :rncl Printing

pl:iys n.n important role.
tlH?ugb lo11g spcci,lizotion,
lws dcvelopecl tl1csc important textile services to a bigl, point
ol pcrfcctic.11. Tl,cy ore available to you 011 a basis
,, l1icl1 delivers uniformly fine results, plus tl1c nssur ..
:lllcc of fin:111ci.'l.lresponsibility.

N otio11,I,

p,.,c..- Dyeing
\\'~·igl,,ing
I rni,l,ing
Roller
:rnd S( rcc11
Printing
.Mo;r<'
Hosiery
Rayon :uul Cebneu~
R,LLons

Sk,;,. S;\k
J<11it1Nl faLriu
.Mixed GoodJ

NATIONAL SILK DYEING COMPANY
:0 C'ol1 S1, Patl'r,on,
N J.; N.-rv l"o,lcS.,f.-sroom:
152~hcliJon AYr.;
II',.,,<,
P.,11,•rson, NJ ;C:ut Patnson, N.J.; Allentown,Pa.;
\YdliamsP" C,rnm/,',u, B,·1111cl1.Do,ni11ion S,IL. Dye ins and finiJJ.i115 Co .•
L,mited,Drummond
.. dle, P. Q., Can.; S<1/.-srooms,Toronto,Mo111rc•I.
Tl'.-ncommrn.l 1l,r a,;.,,.,11ion o/ o,.;,,,.,./ .lui,,., ,.,;,1, 11,~S,/J, 1l11oci,.,ion o/ Am1ric•, In(.
JIOII,

One Hundred Thirly-jour
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BO~ANcr
WOR8~ED
MILL8

'

l1

I

PASSAIC, N. J.

A Complete Textile
Organization
$,

SPINNING
DYEING

WEAVING
AND

FINISHING

$,

.I

NEW YORK OFFICE
200 FIFTH AVENUE

I

~

One Hundred Thirty-five

11111

:1

1870

1930

111111

Johnson

& Bassett
Inc.

WORCESTER,

MASS.

T

MA UF ACTURERS

OF

L G MACHI ERY
·wooL SPI
BOBBIN \i\TINDERS
T

Pantographs

for Engraving

Plants

Lathes for Engraving

Turning

Polishing Lathes for Engraving
Enlarging

Plants
Plants

Cameras for Engraving

Ruling Machines for Engraving

One lfundred

Thirly-.ri.i:

Plan ts

Plants

OUR TYPE OF MERCHANDISE
A rare technique
that has reached perfection,
only through
a generation
of
coordinated
energy, ability and resourceit
fulness. Primarily
of scientific principles
search

...

"Process"

by

proven

..

is the application
by re-

established
experience.

, our type

of merchandise

... dedicates
itself to the most extraordinary strength, durability and Leautilication of the silk.en fabric.
its versatility.,,

tion, answered
follow
Fashion

Its latitude

ha,s througl1.out

...

a genera-·

the call of those who
in all that pe1·tains to

Color, to graceful and practical
of Drape, and to Finish.

qualities

Th~ Unit~d Pi~c~ Dy~ Works
DYERS,
PIJNTUS,ftNISHERS
OF TEXTILE
M.BRICS
IN THEPIECE
SCIENT1f1C
WEICiHTING . ,

LODI

~ ~

•

SKEINDYEINC

NEW JERSEY

N•• Y•rl Qjf.,., Ut MADISON AVENUE
Mi/(.,

LODI,HAWTHORNE.
PATERSON,
N. J., .,.J ALLENTOWN,
PA.

One II undred Thirty-seven

The grain
contributes

I

of our spinning rings
to their smoothness
Because the gram runs the same
way that the travelers run, we are
able

to

give

smoothness
This shows how the grain
of the steel runs in

"DIAMOND

FINISH"

Spinning Rings, because
made from a steel bar
bent into a ring.

I
This shows the general
direction of the grain of
the steel in spinning rings
punched out of a flat bar
of steel.

FINISH"

you
m

the

utmost

"DIAMO

Spinning Rings.

D
This

is NOT a small or insignificant
point;

extra smoothness means a

lot during years of wear from millions of revolutions of the travelers.

"Whit
insville (Mass.)
SPINNINGRING CO.
lJepo[ed lo makin_q DIAMOND F1N1s11
Spi1111i11.1J
and TwiJler RingJ Since

1873
One 1/undred Thirty-eight

R.

J. Ederer Thread Co.
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

'Y

Flax Spinners
and manufacturers

of

Quality Linen Threads
Yarns
Shoe Threads
Harness Thread
Jacquard

:..a---''n's

AN

EDERER

Twine

QUALITY

One llundred Thir(v-nine

PRODUCT''---

E.Jlabli.Jhed 1868
111111

'Jexti]e"\Vo.rldv~=ol~.--P=ub=l=is=h=ed=E=v=e=ry=S~a-tu_r_d~ay~~=N=o~.

II

Textile World
BltAGDON,
LORD
&

NAGLE
Division of
McGraw-II ii
Publishing
Company

,II

10th Ave. at 36th St.
New York

-a weekly magazine for those
interested in Lextile manufacture. Covers all branches
wool,
of the industry-cotton,
rayon, knit goods, silk, dyeing, bleaching and finishing.
It includes technical articles
by the foremost authorities,
market reports from all trad-

ing centers and news of the
industry gathered from all
parts of the world. A "Question and Answer" department
is conducted in which questions are accurately answered.
TEXTILE WORLD is universally recognized as the
"World's Textile Authority.''

Subscription

.....

$4.00 a Year
1111
Also Publishers of
The Official
American Textile
Directory

Textile Directories

The American
Directory of the
Knitting Trade

The Consolidated
Textile Catalogs

II
Textile
Advance News

1

111

Ill

The OFFICIAL AMERIDIRECCAN TEXTILE
TORY, published annually,
contains a list of all the Texin the
tile Manufadurers
United States, Canada and
Mexico, together with Lheir
officers, product, machinery,
selling agents, wheLher dyehouse, or not, etc., also twenty
five maps, showing location of
mill towns; list of mills with
Yarn
machinery,
worsted
Trade, etc. Price of Standard Edition (small size, Dex-

111

One ff1111dred For(,;

Office
ible covers) $3.00.
edition (attractively bound in
board covers for office use)
$5.00.
The AMERICAN DIRECTORY OF THE KNITTING
substanTRADE contains
tially the same information as
the Official, but it is limited to
knitting mills. Price $2.00.
Either of the above directories when ordered with
TEXTILE WORLD can be
purchased at $1.00 discount.

FRANKLIN
PROCESS
How this Commission
Dyeing Service
Saves You Money

A FRANKLIN
PACKAGEof
Dyed Yarn Will

I

F you have your yarn dyed in the wound Franklin Package form you eliminate skeins and chain
warps with their attendant waste, also one winding
operation in the case of warp yarn for weaving.
Franklin
Process dyeing, using the pressure
method, also effects superior penetration
and the
yarn, being wound at all times, remains unchanged
in twist and is free from felting.
The complete story of Franklin Process Commission Dyeing Service is told in our de luxe Book
A. Write our nearest office and we will be glad to
send you a copy.

FRANKLIN PROCESS COMPA Y
Dyers of cotton. rayon, woolen, worsted,jzite, hemp a,zd linen yarns and silk nails,
also yarn spinners and manu,facturers of glazed yarns

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

@
,-----uFFICES
Ma.i.nc,ffi.ceand plant at
Providence, R. I.
Branch plant at Philadelphia
Southern Franklin Process
Co, at Greenville, S. C.
Central Franklin Process Co.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Franklin Rayon Corporation
DJJUI and Conuutu,of

No Von Yaut

Providence, R. 1.
New Y_2!_k9ffice

40 Worth Street

One llundred For~v-one

Yarn

Howland Croft, Sons & Co.
LINDEN
WORSTED

ESTABLISHED

1880

MILLS

J!fanujaclurer.J oj

SAMUEL G. CROFT
HAROLD S. BOTTOMLEY
GORDON F. BOTTOMLEY
HOWLAND
W. BOTTOMLEY
LEWIS S. PORTER

Fine Worsted Yarns in the Grey and in All
Colors for Weaving and Knitting
Office and L'liifl.J: Broadway and Jefferson Ave., CAMDEN, N.

Chas.

J. Webb Sons Co.
INCORPORATED

Wool
Commi.s.sion JJ1erchant.s
Importers and Dealers

PHILADELPHIA,

One Hundred Forly-lwo

PA.

J.

Card Clothing
of foundaa combination
tion and wire never before
attained

MANUFACTURERS

OF

HEDDLES FOR WEAVING
HAND STRIPPING CARDS

Howard Bros. Mfg. Co.
ESTABLISII

ED

1866

llome Office and Fac!ory: WORCESTER, MASS.
ATLANTA, GA.
Southern Branch Faclory:
Philadelphia

0/lice:

1139 E. CHELTEN AVE., GERMANTOWN

One llundred For(v-three

Bleaching, Dyeing, Washing
Fulling and Scouring Machinery
'' Slack Loop '' Systems
Wood Rolls

Metal Rolls
Rubber Rolls
Draw, Drum and Open Bar Reels

Waler
Power

Equipment
I

I

RODNEY HUNT MACHINE COMPANY
55 MILL STREET, ORANGE, MASS., u. s. A.
New York, Philadelphia and Chicago, U.S. A.; Hamilton and
Montreal, Canada

I

~ ----------------------~

~

A. Wimpfheimer& Bro.,Inc.
460 FOURTH

AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

VELVETS

VELVETEENS

OneJfundr~d Fortyjour

CORDUROYS

THE

••COAL

NEWPORT

TO
U"'r~STU

COLORS

Anthrene and Thianthrene
(Vat Dyes)

r=r=!J!J

Colors

Celanthrene Colors
(for Cellulose Acetate)
Fast to Light Direct Colors
Anthraquinone

Acid Dyes

A very full line of
Acid, Direct, Sulphur, Chrome Colors
Detergents
Hydrogenated

Hydrocarbons

~
....
Inc.
WORKS,
CHEMICAL
NEWPORT
PASSAIC,

Boston, Mass.
Chicago, Ill.

EW JERSEY

Branch Offices and Warehouses
Philadelphia, Pa.
Providence, R. I.
Greenville, S. C.
Greensboro, N. C.

One Hundred For(v-Jive

The

AUTOMATIC
Jacquard

Repeater

Rapidly and accurately
repeats
any pack of Jacquard cards exactly or with variations.
Can
be built to any standard or
special index.
Write for information about
the Royle Line
of Card-Cutting
Equipment.

Co.

& Levering

Eavenson

SCOURING AND CARBONIZI

G

OF

WOOL AND

OILS

Depainting
of Wool and Nails
A Special Feature of Our Business

READING

COMP ANY SIDINGS
NEW

CAMDEN

One Hundred For!y-.si:r

JERSEY

COLOl:2
Never has color had the power to influence
sales as it does today. More clothing, more
textile fabrics for use in the home are being
sold simply because color has a universal
sales appeal.
Manufacturers in the textile field are aware
of a rapidly growing demand among consumers for color. In many instances color
alone is not sufficient-the
colors must be
fast.
Du Pont dyes are available which satisfactorily fill this requirement, dyes which
impart to textile fabrics the enduring color
qualities the public is corning to expect.

UPON

STUF

IIEG. u.s. PAT.orr.

E.I. du Pont deNemours&Co.,Inc.
Dyestujf s Department
WILMINGTON

One llundred Forly-.,e.,en

DELAWARE

LM

[)
Its

presence will
Mediocrity

l2

lift any plant
into Distinction

out of

In smoothness
and
economy of operation: unequalled.
In character of finished product: peerless.
In long life and carefree service :
un paralleled.

•

MORRISON

MACHINE

COMP ANY

1171-1225 Madison Avenue, Paterson,

New Jersey

Perfection is a superlative term but this machine approaches it very closely

OFFICIAL

PUBLICATION

OF THE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEXTILE
CHEMISTS AND COLORISTS

HOWES PUBLISHING COMPANY
440

FouRT11

AVENUE,

NEw

YORK

Louis A. Olney, Sc.D.
Editor

One Hundred Forly-eigl,[

C1TY

A. P. Howes
Publi.rher

Bleaching Cotton
Times are changing.
Old ideas go by the board.
Who of the old folks ever heard of bleaching
Cotton with Peroxide?
ow plenty of large mills are doing it, at no
higher cost!
We are here to tell you how, without obligation.
No damage;

no seconds;

a permanent white.

Write us.

/..ne

RoESSLERlaliASSLACHERCuEMICALCo.
10 East 40th

St., New

York,

N. Y.

SPECIALTIES

Albone, 25 Vol.
(Peroxide)
Albone "C" 100
Vol. electrolytic
Perborate of Sodium Solozone

~

(Peroxide of Sodium) llt,;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l.illl

One IIundred Forty-nine

• I

II

Artistic

Weaving
141-5

Company

WEST

36TH

STREET

NEW YORK
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF WOVEN LABELS

Phone: Wisconsin 8035
MILLS
POMPTON LAKES,

N.

J.

PITTSBORO,

N. C

PENNSYLVANIA MUSEUM OF AR'T
;==========

OFFICERS ===========,i

ELI KIRK PRICE, Pru;denl
WILLIAM M. ELKINS
J. STOGDELL STOKES
Vice-Pre.r;denl.r

JULIUS ZIEGET, Secretary GIRARD TRUST CO., Trea.rurer
THOMAS H. WILLSON, A.r.r;.rtanl Trea.rurer

THE SCHOOL
EDMONDSON HUSSEY, Pri,icipal
EDWARD W. FRANCE
D;reclor oj llze Plz;/adelplz;a Te.1:{;feSchool

THOMAS H. WILLSON, Reg;.rlrar

THE MUSEUM
FISKE KIMBALL, Direclor
.tllemorial Hall, Fa;rmounl Park

One Hundred Fijly

Preparing for the Needle with the
New 72x24 "Semi-decater"
This new "Semi-Decater"
with 24-inch diameter cylinders approaches perfection for
refinishing and preparing for
the needle.
It develops a
firm, "clothy"
handle and a
certain improved tailoringland
draping quality never before
attained on a machine of its
type.

It sets the lay of the nap,
prevents
cockling, helps to
spot-proof,
heightens
and

PARKS

makes permanent the lustre,
brings out the colors and sets
the shrink.
It makes the
goods look better-feel
better
-tailor
better.
We
introduce
this
new
mac'hine with great confidence
that it is the best in the
world for its work and that it
will soon become a standard
for comparison.
We specialize in Apron Cloth
(Mantle- Lead er) .

& WOOLSON MACHINE COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD,

VERMONT

Southern Repruenlalive

P. B.

RAIFORD,

JR.,

CONCORD,

New York Office:

N.

C.

1270 BROADWAY

Over 50 different machinu for fini,1-hing Woolen.r, Silk.r, Rayon.r, Collon.rand Pile Fahric.r

One /Jundred Fij(v-one

Nicetown
Dyers

Worsted

and

Dye Works

of

Woolen

Yarns

Worsted Top and Wool Raw Stock

OFFICE
ORTHODOX

AND WORKS

AND BELGRADE
PHILA.,

BRIDESBURG,

STREETS
PA.

DA VIS & FURBER MACHINE CO.
ESTABLISIIIW

1832

Card Clothing, Carding Machines for Woolen,
Worsted, Mohair, Asbestos, Cotton Waste, Flax
Waste, Jute Waste, Silk Waste and Shoddy.
Garnett Breasts, Tape Condensers, Double and
Triple Apron Rubbs, Nappers for Cotton, Woolen
and Knit Goods, Fearnought Pickers.
Spinning Mules for any stock which can be spun
on the woolen principle.
Ring Spinning Frames for Wool and Other
materials.
Full line of Wool Pickers, Wool Openers, Rag
Winders,
Bobbin
Twisters,
Dusters,
Pickers,
Dressers, Reels, Beamers, Spoolers, etc.
Well-made Woolen and Worsted Machinery.

360-Spindle Mule

60"x60" Double Finisher Card
Equipped with Single Apron Tape
Condenser

Calalo.9ue.r completely de.scribin.9 the ilem.r in which
you are inlere.rled will be .9ladly .rent on reque.rl.

NORTH ANDOVER, MASS.

One Hundred F,J(v-lwo

Cost Cutters for

Textile

Mills

"J\ merican" Pressed Steel Sha Hing Hangers are strong, rigid,
true, free from dust pockets and
projecting parts. They add to a
shop's appearance as well as to
its efficiency and economy of
operation.

==----===,-ATIENTIED======
HlG.
u. S,

======PATIE:NTl:0=======
PATIENT

Of',-ICII

MIG,

The Pressed Steel Shafting Pulleys that a re preferred by modern
plant operators.
7 million of
these light
strong,
durable,
pressed steel power-sa \'ers have
been put to work by American
Jnd us try. J\ large proportion of
this number have gone into
beHer equipped textile mills.

U. ii.

PATENT

OF,-IC&

"J\merican" Pressed Steel \Varper and Slasher Beam Heads are
light, rigid, strong, true, smooth
surfaced and practically
indestructible.
A great forward
step in Beam Head construction
welcomed by the leaders in the
textile industry.

"American"
Sprucolite J\1otor
and Machine Pulleys combine
maximum
belt traction
with
lighter weight, longer wearing
crown and edges, perfect balance
and a new dependability which
permits their use on the most
difficult hea ,·y-duty drives.

~ft1ERIC~fi

s~

PULLEYS

THE AMERICA

"American" Pressed Steel Hand
Trucks are "built to wear without repair.
Light,
strong,
well-balanced-they
roll easily
on true-running wheels.
REG.

PULLEY COMPA Y

•

4200 Wissahickon

One Ilundred Fijty-llzree

U.

S.

PATENT

OFFlCE

Ave., Philadelphia,

Pa

"BoNDARON"

HARNESS

"BoNDARON"

CHECK

"BONDARON"

BUMPER

Specially Tanned from

STRAP

FINEST QUALITY HIDES

STRAPS

-,iJ- ::

STRAPS

~-..•~

r~
"BONDURAL"

PICKER

r •

lt:_~.!:
-·~ · •--

~....---~ ...~
~ ~ ~ ~: -

,~

\

(

~~

---~ '":.___ ._ ~

STRAPS

--SILK

LOOM PICKER

.JfakerJ' of Leather Belting
of
SUPERIOR

CHARLES~

~

TANNAGE

AJ'J'ttring
DURABILITY

Leather
PLIABILITY

COMPANY

Curriers, Importers and Manufacturers
of Belting and Textile Leathers

Philadelphia, Pa.

617 Arch Street

ECONOMY

1876

ESTABLISHED

The Hell,vig Silk Dyeing Co.
SKEIN SILK AND RA YON DYEING
PIECE WEIGHTING

DYEING AND FINISHING
◄

9TH AND BUTTONWOOD

I

►

STREETS

Branch:

PHILADELPHIA

WISSINOMING

i

I

0-,----------------------------·-,-o
One Hundred Fifty-four

A LOOM
for every woven fa bric

FROM the narrowest lingerie ribbon, a
fraction of an inch in width, to 480-inch wide felt-from
a tissue nainsook to a thick luxurious
carpet-from
softest cotton, silk or vegetable fibres, to harsh threads
-linen,
asbestos and even metal-whatever
the textile,
for whatever purpose, the Crompton
& Knowles Loom
Works design and build looms especially adapted to its
weaving.
Through the years new looms have been designed
and perfected-new
devices added to closer approxhnate
ideal efficiency for varied purposes.
Dependability,
endurance,
and economy are outstanding
features.
Whatever
your
weaving
requirements,
the
Crompton
& Knowles Loom Works are ready with
complete weaving equipment-with
supply parts ready
for emergency-and
the will to serve.

T
CROMPTON

& KNOWLES

LOOM

WORCESTER,
PROVIDENCE.
8.B.

ALEXANDER.

R.I.

PHILADELPHIA.PA.
5•--th•r"

Man•••r

WORKS

MASS.
ALLENTOWN.
•

•

•

One Hundred F,jty-ji,•e

PA.
•

•

PATERSON.

CH,1'.RL.OTTE,

1'{.J.
N.C.

HAVE YOU AN IDEA?
IF SO
LET US WORK

PARTS

REPAIR

LOOM

IT OUT FOR YOU

AND

SPECIALTIES

H.F. LIVERMORE CO.
20 LINDEN STREET

ALLSTON, MASS.

Y

OUR study of knitting processes has undoubtedly

of good
the importance
impressed you "ith
You can depend upon the efficiency of
machinery.
machines bearing the trade mark of Scott & Williams,
of
I nc.-builders

MACt-11~~1:2"1

l\~ITTl~6

FOR

HOSIERY

AND UNDERWEAR

8stahlished

18 65

& WHJIJLilAM§
§tCcc»1r1r
Incorporated

366

BROAD\V

NEW

AY

One Ilundred F,jty-.ri.,

YORK

NATIONAL DYES
.~

•
--

NationalAniline&ChemicalCo.,Inc.
40 Rector Street, New York, N. Y.
BOSTON

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

PROVIDENCE

CHARLOTTE

SAN

TORONTO

One Hundred Fijty-.reven

FRANCISCO

ii
l)V.,_.,I~f3

•
•
f3AV~~TT

CAVl)l~f3

PROCTOR & SCHWARTZ, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

John Campbell& Co.
AMERICAN DYESTUt'F l\lANUFACTURERS
(Established 1876)
Main Office:
75 Hudson SL, New York

Works:
Newark, N. J.

Consistent
Efficiency
Diastafor is a sizing and desizing agent that
efficient when used with

is consistently
DIVISION

DYESTUFF

cotton ,mixed goods and even Rayon.

MANUFACTURING

A complete line of Aniline Dyes,
consisting of
Amidine, Amalthion, Aceko, Ethonic, SolAmidine, Amalthrene and Celanol
Series, long known as
''STANDARDS

EVERY\VIIERE

'DUSTRIAL

Diastafor strips the warp, in preparation
for dyeing and bleaching, completely and
Its uniform action imparts to
thoroughly.
the fabric a fine softness of feel and finish.

1
'

DIVISION

MANUFACTURING

A complete line of Soluble Oils, Sizes,
Softeners, Bleaching, Scouring and Finishing
Oils, Fulling Soaps, Degumming ComPQunds
and Special Compounds for Wool. Cotton,
Silk and Art Silks.

FLEISCHMANN'S DIASTAFOR
Diastafor

Department

STANDARD BRANDS INCORPORATED
BRANCHES

AND

WAREHOUSES

PROVIDENCE
CIIICAGO
BOSTON
SEATTLE
TORONTO
PHILADELPHIA

595 MADISON

One flundred F,jty-eiglzi

AVE., NEW YORK CITY

We o.fler the products
manufactured
by

GENERAL ANILINE WORKS, INC.
BEAVER CHEMICAL CORPORATION
(Alizarine Products)

And the dyestu.fls
manufactured
by
I. G. FARBENINDUSTRIE
AKTIEN-GESELLSCHAFT
in their several factories
BADISCHE ANILIN & SODA FABRIK
LUO\VIGSIIAFEN,

FARBENFABRIKEN

LEVERKUSEN,

FARB\VERKE

GERMANY

vorm. FRIEDR.

vorm. MEISTER
IIOECIIST

BAYER & CO.

GERMANY

a.

M.,

LUCIUS & BROr ING
GERMANY

LEOPOLD CASSELLA & CO., G. m. b. H.
FRANKFURT

a.

AKTIEN-GESELLSCHAFT

M.,

GER,'IANY

F .. R ANILIN FABRIKATION

BERLIN,

GER,'IANY

CHEMISCHE FABRIK GRIESHEIM-ELEKTRO
FRANKFURT

a.

M.,

GERMANY

CHEMlSCJ-IE FABRIKEN vorm. WEILER-TER-MEER
UEROINGEN,

GEIUIANY

GENERAL
DYESTUFF
CORPORATION
EW YORK, 230 Fifth Avenue
BOSTON

159 High St.
PROVIDENCE

85 Tockwotton St.

Pll!LADELPIIIA

111 Arch St.
C11ARLOTTE

220 W. 1st St.

One f/1111dredFifty-nine

CurCAGO

305 W. Randolph St.
SAN

FRANCISCO

38 Natoma St.

ABERFOYLE
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Dyers, Bleachers,

Gassers

FINE TEXTILE FABRICS

MAIN

MILLS

OFFICE

123 SO. BROAD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA

CHESTER,

WORKS:

C.

MANSFIELD,

BOSTON,

Henry L. Scott Co.

PA.

N.

BELMONT,

40

MASS.

CENTRAL

SRTEET

John D. Lewis
Importer and Exporter

MANUFACTURERS

OF

DYESTUFFS

TESTING MACHINES

AND CHEMICALS

-Manufacturers
TANNIC

and

TANNlC

ACID,

ACID,

U. S. P. AND C. P.

TARTAR

APPLIANCES

EMETIC

ANTIMONY
CRUDE

AND

of-

COMMERCIAL

HALF

ANTIMONY
ACETATE

SALTS
REF[NEO

TARTAR

LACTATE
OF CHROME

FLUORIDE

OF CHROME

ACETATE

OF IRON

NITRATE

OF IRON

GALLIC
DYEWOOD

ACID
EXTRACTS

TA~NING EXTRACTS
ESTER

Blackstone and Culver Streets

PROVIDENCE,

R. I.

CHEMICALS

::

GUM

STARCHES

••

GUMS

Office and Warehouses:
FOX POINT, PltOVIDENCE,

One llundred Sixty

R. I.

ROSSIE
VELVET
COMPANY

•
MYSTIC
CONNECTICUT

One llundred Sixty-one

·-

-I

- -

/4 r

I

SONOCO PRODUCTS
HARTSVILLE,
Can,uli.r, Rtprt:1C11t&U.•·e
c..., L1<J,
l-bmilum, 0,11.

w, J. Wut•v.•r

Bnl(li•b llc,puoc,n.1atJv1>•
Tc,n!~ l'!lf>tr Tu~ Cl., !.rd.
Rmnile)',Nr.Swci(.port,fnt-

COMP ANY
S. C.

MAl'ilJfACTLltltlt

CONES, TUBES, CU)TH-Wl~DING

Co1rns AND SPOOLS,

Velvet Surface Cones, Underclearer Rolls, Dytex Tubes, Etc.
Milh: H•rt&vUle, S. C,., Roc;,kingh6m,N.C. and 709 W. Fr1.mtSt., Plainfield, N. J.
New Enaland Office: 512 Book Store Bldg., Ne:wBedford, Man.

PENDLETON

CURTIS

MACHINE

WOOLEN MILLS
C. P.

BISHOP,

~ MARBLE
Co.

Manufacturers of

Pre.ridenl

Wool Burring, Picking and
Mixing Machinery

WESTERN
HIGH-GRADE
WOOLENS

CLOTH,FINISHING
MACHINERY

SuitingJ'
CloakingJ'
Flanne!J'
Indian BlankelJ'
Auto Robe.r

For Cotton, Woolen, Worsted and Felt
Goods, Plushes, Velvets, Corduroys,
Carpets, Rugs, Mats, etc.
Single or Double Woolen Shearing
Machines with Plain or List-Saving Rests

72 CAMBRIDGE STREET
near Webster Square

GENERAL SALES OFFICES
393 FLANDERSST., PORTLAND,ORE.
MILLS

AT:

PENDLETON,ORE. WASIIOUGAL, WASII.
EUREKA, CALlF.

WORCESTER, MASS.
Philadelphia Office: 430 DREXEL BUILDING
]Xew Yor~ Office: 200 FlPTH AVENUE
Southern Office: GREENVILLE, S. C.

One Hundred Sixly-lwo

THE

HUNTER COMPANY
Represents

a

group

skilled experience
facture

"If it's Made

mills

whose

enables them to manu-

a great variety

in standard

of

ranges

of COTTON

of Cotton Textiles
of

construction.

... ask HUNTER"

tJUNTE~
j4ANUFACTURING & e<,MMISSION

ea.

58 and 60 Worth Street, New York, N. Y.

Philadelphia
BEST
l'>'IANUFACTURERS
GRADES

Felts

BY TEST
OF FELTS

AND

FOR

ALL

PURPOSES

PAPER MAKERS' FELTS FOR ALL
GRADES OF PAPER
Ground Wood Felts
Sulphite and Sulphate
Pulp Felts

Second and Third Press
Felts, "Philadelphia"
Pick Up Felts

MECHANICAL FELTS OF ALL GRADES
AND FOR ALL PURPOSES

Conveniently

. . . and

in fine work-

manship,

service

Roller J<'elts
Laundries
Lithographers

located

offering the utmost
prompt

sanitary

Worsted Mills
Felt Punching Manufacturers

and

methods

Felts For
Thread Manufacturers
Cabinet Manufacturers
Wall Paper Manufacturers
Lace Manufacturers
Glazed Kid Manufacturers
Rubbing
Printers
Palmer

Felts

Tanners

Cotton Mills

Dryer Blankets

l\lolleton

Atlantic Barber Shop
RooM

WE MAY HE AHLE TO ASS! T YOU

214-ATLANT!C

Bu1LDlNG

BROAD AND SPRUCE STREETS

Philadelphia

Felt Company

FRANKFORD, PHILADELPHIA,
FITZ L. PUTNEY, Treas.

PA.

One Hundred Sixly-Lliree

PHILADELPHIA

All Branche.r oj Ton.rorial Service.r

•

Official Photographers

•

for

1930 Analysis

KUBEY-REMBRANDT STUDIOS
All Students
and Faculty
members will be
allowed a discount of 25% from our regular
Studio prices for personal photographs.

1726 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

•

Phone, Rittenhouse

VOELKER'S

•

6256

Rhoads

Tannate

WATEitSHJm

BELTING

got the Best Press
What Textile l\len Say of Tannate

\Ve manufacture the Voelker
Improved
Rotary
Cloth
Presses, Vacuum Extractors,
Dewing Machines, and other
finishing machinery.

QN spinning

frames: An overseer says," It
is the best belt I have ever seen in 25
years' experience."
On universal winders:
A superintendent
says, "Still running after ten months' service. Best record for oak belts, five months
seven days."
For stripper belts:
A New England
master mechanic says, "I insist on getting
Tannate

and nothing

else

.

.

.

Tannate

is in a class by itself."

.;J,

J.E. Rhoads & Sons
PHILADELPHIA:

Geo. W. Voelker & Co.
WOONSOCKET,

R. I.

35 N. SIXTH

ST.

STORES

r-.E\V YORK
FACTORY

One llundred Sixly-jour

CHICAGO

AND

ATLANTA

TAX.NERY,

CLEVELAND

WIL)IINGTON,

DELA.

LOOKING BACKWARD and FORWARD1
f3RADUATION

DAY-a
time to stop to look
back over your student years, to look forward to your future.
Think of the changes in the textile industry
in those few years; marvelous changes in fabrics,
in.fibres, in style trends, creating demands for
new chemical products.
Looking forward,
we see an ever-chanqing
indust,y in which Dame Fashion will always set
the pace at which
textile
chemists,
dyers,
printers and.finishers
will march.
In that forward
march, this Company
will
keep step with you,
studying
your
needs,
developing chemical specialties to meet them.
Always consult us about your problems
and
our products.

~~~~~~~~~~

JAcQuEs WoLF & Co.
]',,\AN'UFACTURINC

Ill

CIIEMJSTS

PASSAIC.

ANO

N.

IMP011T6RS

J.

,--

Kali Mfg. Co.
THE SHUTTLE

PEOPLE

1410

The added months of
service in the looms
show the care in making
Williams' Shuttles and
the economy of quality.

NORTH

FRONT

STREET

SPECIAL TIES
For Textile Industry

When you change to automatic
looms change to Williams'
shuttles!
IIEDDLE FRAMES

A HYDROXY

in all .rlyle.r
for every purpo.re

EVERY

THE

J. H. WILLIAMS CO.
MILLBURY, MASS.

WOOL

I RAYON

One lfundred SiJ.·!y-jive

PRODUCT

FOR

PURPOSE

SILK
COTTON

~

~~

•
EDWARD

L~ DfLOE~ '11'
President

EDWARD
GJfAILORIN~
eOMl)ANG)(
Philadelphia

e
.

~

HART
Dyeing

Company

~
Zillessen& Son,
Inc.

S. H. Hart, Pre.fidenl
J. F. Speacht, Vice-Pru.
A. Brandt, Trea.furer

DYESTUFFS

s.

AND

DYERS
AND
FINISHERS

CHEMICALS

oj Knilled FabricJ"
Redye rs of Woolen
and Worsted Piece
Goods

BLANCIIARD

AND

FERRY

BELLEVILLE,

STREETS

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

One Hundred Si.-cly-.fix

N.

J.

For Knitter, Throwster, Mercerizer, Bleacher, Dyer
and Finisher
in the Textile
IndustryDyeing and Penetrating Oils
Wool Oils - Worsted Oils
Knitting, Silk and Rayon Oils
Hosiery Finishes and Scroops

Soaps for scouring and fulling
Softeners for every purpose
Sulphonated (Soluble) Oils all
strengths- all types

A complete servicewhich includes laboratoryco,operationin the solutionof specialproblems in individual plants and the det•eloprnentof special products for specialneeds.

LAUREL

SOAP

MANUFACTURING

,COMPANY

INCORPORATED

WM. H.

t}

BERTOLET

& SoNs

..

..

2612 E. Tioga Street, Philadelphia

Textile Treatme~lalists

since19{)9~

VI

Krout &Fite

"A Traveler For Every Fibre"

U. S. RingTraveler

Manufacturing

Company

Company

PROVIDENCE, R. l.
GREE 'VILLE, S. C.

,lla,wjacl11rer.,

The Univzrsal
Travelers

FOR SPINNING

-------------------

R\

of

Standard

Ring

Allegheny Avenue
and
Emerald Street

of Quality

FOR TWISTING

PHILADELPHIA,
IT

One flan.ired

Si.,·(v-.fc1•en

PA.

---- 11'--------------------------------.11

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE SCHOOL
OF TIIE

PENNSYLVANIA

Cotton,

MusEu.,1's

Sc1100L

Wool, Worsted,

OF INDUSTRIAL

Silk, Rayon

Next in Importance
Demand
Constant

~

The Textile Industry,
Makes a
Foodstuffs,
Men.
Trained

ART

to
Jor

The Demand Increases by Reason oj Presentand This Era oj
Organization
Day Industrial
Structure.
and
Design,
Color,
in
Novelty
ij

FORTY-SEVENTH
DAY

For Illu.r!ra!cd
Circular oj either
Schoof, addre.s.r

SCHOOL

EVENING

OPENS

SCHOOL

E. W. FRANCE, Director-Broad

SEPTEMBER

OPENS

OCTOBER

18, 1930
7, 1930

and Pine Sts., Philadelphia,

Key.rlone,
illain 4605

Bell,
Lombard 589]

SEASON

SPORTING
GOODS
RADIO
TOYS

507 MARKET STREET
PJ ITLADELPf-lTA, PENNA.

One Hundred Sixly-eig!,t

Pa.

is printed by

WESTBROOK
Publishing Company
Specialists in this k._indof printing
for nearly twenty-five years
USINESS transacted by mail in all parts of
the United States. Cl(
Plan now to improve
the appearance of your publication by writ,
ing for details of our methods.
Cl(It is
highly desirable that one established and reputable concern be responsible for everything
connected with the printing and so we offer a
complete service covering every item of en,
graving, typesetting, presswork and binding.
Before contracting for the printing of your
school periodical or class record book, let us
submit our proposition.

B

5800 NORTH MERVINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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